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Hero Side Story

City Escape

Objective

[text] Escape from the military pursuit!

Recap

Sonic

I'm Sonic--Sonic the Hedgehog! Some military troops suddenly showed up, saying they were looking for
me. It looks like they might be taking me for a ride somewhere. Hey, what's this? Handcuffs?! Wait a
minute, what're you talkin' about? I'm not a deserter from any military facility! I thought it might be some
kinda joke, but this isn't funny. I gotta get outta here!

Start

[text] 13:27 Above the capital city

A military helicopter flies over a city.

Pilot Sigma Alpha 2, heading due south over the city. We're en route. Everything's a go.

Man on radio
This is control tower. We have you on radar. Report cargo status of captured hedgehog aboard.
Over.

Pilot That's a 10-4. Cargo secured on board and...

Man on
board

What?!

Man on radio Didn't copy that. Over!

Pilot He's gone! He's taken out everyone aboard and...

Man on radio Come in! Over!

Sonic breaks down the door of the helicopter and jumps outside, grabbing onto a metal pipe on the underside of the
aircraft.

Man on board Freeze! What do you think you're doing?! Get that hedgehog!

Sonic swings up to the top and tears off a piece of metal, which is conveniently the size and shape of a snowboard.

Sonic Talk about low-budget flights! No food or movies? I'm outta here. I like running better.

He slides the steel board under his feet and jumps off of the helicopter. As he falls head-first, he smirks at the
camera and starts to spin rapidly.
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Sonic YEAH!

Gameplay
Start

Female (radio) Attention all units. Suspect seen heading south. Block all major roads and capture the suspect.

Boss: F-6t Big Foot (Ground Air Combat Walkers)

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! What a persistent bunch of hardheads! Just who are they really after, anyway? Not only are they chasing me day and night,
but now they brought in this huge robot to capture me. I guess they're really determined to get me this time, but do they really believe that this is gonna work?
Heh, I'll show them some mad skills! Just give me three minutes to bring it on!

Start

Sonic This game of tag is boring. I'm outta here!

A large, bipedal GUN robot drops from above.

Sonic Hmm, finally decided to show up, eh? Okay, bring it on!

This text scrolls on screen:

General Character Ability 
 Combat Waight: [sic]  100,600lb 
 Dimentions: [sic] 
  full length:  16.6 ft 
  width:        19.2 ft 
  height:       18.1 ft 
 Power Plant:   GUN F-series Diesel Engine 
                Two GUN R series turbofan engines 
 Speed: 
  road:         45mph 
  air:          98mph 
 Armament:      One M-32A1 22mm Gatling gun 
                Two four AI-120C Advanced Medium-Range 
                air-to-surface Missiles 
 Crew:          One 
 Protection:    Chobham-type armor on glacis and turret and 
                armored bulkheads between turret and engine 
                Depleted uranium armor in production 
                Automatic fire detection and suppression 
                collective overpressure Nuclear, Biological and 
                Chemical [NBC] protection 
                G/VDR-1A radiological warning device

Gameplay
Start

Pilot This is fighter troop Big Foot reporting to headquarters. Target has been located.

Radio Copy that.

End

Pilot It can't be...! With just one hedgehog?!

Sonic Hey guys, take care!

End
Sonic pants from fatigue. As he looks up a bit...

Sonic What?!

...he sees Shadow, another hedgehog colored black instead of blue, standing atop the downed robot. Shadow stares at the Chaos Emerald in his hand.

Shadow It all starts with this... a jewel containing the ultimate power.

Sonic That's the... Chaos Emerald! ...Now I know what's going on!

Shadow's gaze shifts away from the emerald as he notices Sonic walking towards him.



Sonic The military has mistaken me for the likes of you! So, where do you think you're going with that emerald?

Shadow doesn't respond. Sonic starts to run more quickly.

Sonic Say something, you fake hedgehog!

Shadow tosses the emerald into the air.

Shadow Chaos Control!

As he catches the emerald, a green light envelops him, pulling him across the area at a speed equal to that of Sonic. Shadow lands on a roof, as Sonic skids to a stop
and turns around.

Sonic Wow, he's fast! Hey, it's not his speed. He must be using the Chaos Emerald to warp!

Shadow My name is Shadow. I'm the world's ultimate life form. There's no time for games. Farewell!

He triggers Chaos Control again and disappears. Sonic shields his eyes from the light.

Sonic Kuu! ...Shadow... what is he?

Numerous GUN units appear and swarm Sonic.

Soldier Don't move! Keep your hands up in the air, and stay where you are!

Sonic Not again...

Wild Canyon

Objective

[text] Find 3 pieces of the Master Emerald!

Recap

Knuckles

I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. Once again, the Master Emerald was stolen from Angel Island. The thief turned out to be this know-it-all
bat-girl of all things. When that bat-girl was within my reach, who do you think shows up? Yep, that's right. Eggman. He came just in time to spoil my plan,
and even tried to take the Master Emerald! I managed to break the Master Emerald into pieces before Eggman managed to escape. Now I have to find
the pieces. That bat-girl is after the pieces as well. I have to collect them all and put the Emerald back together quickly!

Start

[text] 11:08 Desert area

In the desert, Knuckles and Rouge are arguing by the Master Emerald.

Rouge Just... let it go! You just don't know when to give up, do you?

Knuckles
What're you talkin' about? That Emerald's mine. You got that? The Master Emerald contains special powers that neutralize the energy of the Chaos
Emeralds. That makes it very powerful -- What the?!

Eggman flies down and uses a crane attached to his machine to grab the Master Emerald.

Rouge Wha -- Thief!!

Knuckles Look who's calling who a thief.

Eggman I came here following the signal from the Emerald. If I'm not mistaken, this is the Master Emerald, is it not?

Knuckles It's you... Doctor Eggman...

Rouge So that's Doctor Eggman.

Eggman Well, I guess I can use it for something. I'll just take it with me. Farewell, Knucklehead.

Knuckles Not if I can help it!

Knuckles jumps up and punches the emerald, shattering it into dozens of shards.

Rouge AHHH!!

Rouge pauses for a moment, dazed, then starts shaking Knuckles by the neck.

Rouge What was that all about?! And look what you did to my Emerald!

Knuckles I did that to prevent it from being stolen, you idiot! If it's in pieces, I can restore it. And by the way, that's not YOUR Emerald.

Eggman scratches his head.



Eggman Hmm...doesn't matter. I'll look into it once I get back to the base.

He floats away.

Rouge I despise anyone who takes jewels from me. All the world's gems are mine to keep!

Knuckles Yeah, well we'll see about that, bat-girl!

Boss: Doctor Eggman 1

Objective

[text] 11:56 Prison Island: Nearby Airspace

Recap

Tails

My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. I was watching TV, and just happened to catch the news. I was shocked to see Sonic on TV. Sonic was
arrested for something really terrible, which isn't like Sonic. I couldn't believe it was true, so I hopped in my new Tornado, and headed straight for Prison
Island. And guess who I ran into. Eggman. He's up to his evil ways again, chasing Amy! That can't be good... Okay, time to break out the new Tornado and
save Amy! Tornado Transformation!

Start
In the Tornado, Tails is flying above the ocean on his way to Prison Island.

Tails
There's no mistake about it; this must be the island. It's a secret military base that's reinforced, and super-strong. It's called "Prison Island". I heard the news
about it on satellite TV. I still can't believe that Sonic would destroy the military buildings, or rob the bank. Wait for me, okay Sonic? I'm on my way.

He looks down.

Tails What?

On a ship, Eggman walks up behind Amy.

Tails Hey, look, it's Amy! And Eggman, too. What's Amy doing here? Doesn't matter. I have to help Amy, because she's in danger. Tornado Transformation!

Tails hits a button on the Tornado, converting it to Walker Mode.

Gameplay
Start

Eggman You're just a kid. You couldn't beat me in a hundred years!

End

Eggman This time I'll let you go. But the next time we meet, you won't be so lucky.

Eggman walks off. "My Sweet Passion" starts to play as Amy jumps in front of Tails.

Amy Wow Tails, you did it! But what are you doing here on this island?

Tails I'm the one who should be asking that question. Don't you know it's dangerous here?

Amy I know, but I'm here to save my hero, Sonic!

Tails Again?

Amy Hurry! I know Eggman is up to no good again!

Tails Okay! You stay here; I'll be right back.

Tails walks away.

Amy Hey, don't leave without me! I wanna help Sonic too!

She starts chasing Tails.

Prison Lane

Objective

[text] Find the core of the Prison!

Recap



Tails
My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. I was able to save Amy from Eggman, but she told me that Eggman is up to his evil ways again,
planning something really big this time. I need to keep an eye on Eggman, but first I have to save my bud, Sonic. What's that? You wanna come too? Well, if
you really wanna... it's okay with me. Just don't get in my way.

Metal Harbor

Objective

[text] Escape from the military base!

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! What in the world is Amy doing here? Never mind that... I need to focus on finding that black hedgehog who looks like my
shadow! He's somewhere on this island--I know it! I'm wastin' my time! I'll trick the military guards, and bust outta this joint! Does this mean that... I'm a
deserter now?

Start
Deep in Prison Island, Sonic is walking restlessly around his cell. Amy drops down from above, holding a keycard.

Sonic : Huh? Amy?

Amy : Shh! Keep your voice down! Have no fear...

She twirls.

Amy Amy Rose is here!

Sonic How'd you get here?!

Amy Well, if you gotta know, I caught a ride with Tails. Are you sure you don't need my help? It looks like you could use it.

Sonic The reason I'm in here, is because of that fake hedgehog!

Amy You mean... that black hedgehog?

Sonic Did you see it? Where is it now?

Amy If I tell ya, will you marry me?

Sonic No way!

Amy I thought I had you this time...!

Amy walks up to a panel near the cell and slides the keycard through it. The door opens and Sonic steps out.

Amy That black hedgehog came here with Doctor Eggman.

Sonic So Eggman's behind this, huh?

Amy walks a bit into the cell and looks at the complex writings on the ceiling and walls. A number of them resemble mathematical equations.

Amy What's all that writing on the walls anyway? Did you write that?

She realizes that Sonic has already left.

Amy Hey, wait for me, Sonic!

She mutters to herself:

Amy He's such a brat sometimes!

Boss: Shadow 1

Recap

Sonic I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! Busting out of jail was no problem, and I've found Shadow, too! He won't escape me this time!

Start
Sonic arrives at a heavily forested area in the middle of Green Jungle.

Sonic Whew! So far so good.

He looks to the left, and notices Shadow on the branch of a tree.

Sonic Hey, that's...

Shadow That blue hedgehog again, of all places!



Sonic I found you, faker!

Shadow Faker? I think YOU'RE the fake hedgehog around here. You're comparing yourself to me? Hah! You're not even good enough to be my fake.

Sonic I'll make you eat those words!!

Gameplay
Start

Shadow There's no time to play games. You won't even get the chance!

Start

Shadow Darn... Not bad for an imposter

Sonic Do you know who I am?

End
Sonic and Shadow, their battle having ended in a draw, breathe heavily. Eggman starts talking over Shadow's radio.

Eggman Shadow?! What are you doing?! Get back here right now before the island blows up with you on it!

Sonic Blows up?!

Shadow looks at Sonic, then jumps back and runs off. Sonic reaches out to him, but stops himself.

Sonic I gotta get outta here, and find Amy and Tails... right away!

Green Forest

Objective

[text] Escape from the Island in 8 minutes!

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! I almost had Shadow, but I ran out of time! Better get going, and fast! I have to get off this island, and quick... but where is
Amy and Tails?

End
The dynamite packs that Shadow set blow up, covering the entire island in a massive blast of energy.

The Tornado manages to clear the explosion.

Pumpkin Hill

Objective

[text] Find 3 pieces of the Master Emerald!

Recap

Knuckles
I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. Following a faint signal I was getting from the Master Emerald, I found myself in this rural canyon. Sure
feels creepy, but I'm not afraid of ghosts. I have to find the pieces of the Master Emerald now!

Start

[text] 17:30 In a mountainous region

Knuckles This place sure feels haunted... There's no time to lose! I have to hurry and find the Master Emerald!

Mission Street

Objective

[text] Elude enemy pursuit!

Recap

Tails
My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. Eggman just announced his evil plans to take over the world. He just blew up half the Moon with his
powerful weapon. Now he's threatening to take over the planet! I'll make sure that won't happen! Eggman's tapping into the energy of the Chaos Emeralds to
power that weapon. It's up to me now. I'll find Eggman and the Chaos Emeralds! But first, I gotta find a safe place to hide.

Start
Part 1 (full motion video)



[text] Day X 18:00

Eggman has projected himself onto every television across the world.

Eggman
Bwahahahaha!! Citizens of Earth, lend me your ears! Listen very closely... My name is Doctor Eggman, the world's greatest scientist, and soon to be the
world's greatest ruler! Now, this is the beginning of the greatest empire of all time! Hahaha!

In outer space, an asteroid cracks its lower half off, revealing a design reminiscent of Eggman's face. The 'nose' area splits apart into four stems, at the center of
which is the Eclipse Cannon. The four stems begin radiating an energy net, which the Cannon launches straight at the Moon. Its entire side is blown up.

Eggman Bwahahahahaha! Bwahahahaha!!

A timer counting down from 24:00:00:00 appears on the televisions.

Part 2

Sonic, Tails, and Amy are standing in the middle of a street, looking up at what just happened.

Amy Look! Half of the Moon is gone?!

Sonic Eggman! Oh, that creep never gives up.

Tails But how did he manage to harness all that energy?

Sonic It's gotta have something to with the Chaos Emeralds... Yeah, that's why they were looking for them!

Tails reaches down, and pulls out a Chaos Emerald.

Sonic Tails?!

Tails The Chaos Emeralds are like magnets; they have the power to attract each other. I can use that to find Eggman!

Police The three of you, FREEZE! Put your hands up in the air and get on the ground!

Sonic Tails, I'll take care of the police, while you look for a way outta here. Find Eggman!

Tails Okay!

They both leave. Amy starts talking to herself.

Amy The three of you...? That means me too!

She realizes that they're already gone.

Amy Hey, wait!!

She starts running after them.

Aquatic Mine

Objective

[text] Find 3 pieces of the Master Emerald!

Recap

Knuckles
I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. Following the signal from the Master Emerald, I found myself deep inside this canyon. This place looks
like a deserted mine of some kind - most of it is underwater now. It's gonna be tough finding the pieces of the Master Emerald in here. No time to
complain about it! I have to find the pieces of the Master Emerald quickly!

Start

[text] Mountainous region: Mine

Knuckles Hmm, I didn't expect the inside of the mines to be like this... This is gonna be tougher than I thought.

Route 101

Objective

[text] Chase the President's limousine

Recap

Tails
My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. I tracked the signal from the Chaos Emeralds and located Eggman. What's Eggman doing in outer
space? No worries... I've gotta find the exact location of Eggman, and quick. No worries, Amy! Remember, I'm a "Whiz" when it comes to mechanical things.
I'll find the president!

Start



[text] 9:03 In the capital city

Amy and Tails are standing near a manhole in a little cut-off area of the road. Tails is in the Cyclone's drive mode. Sonic contacts them via radio.

Sonic Sheesh! There always seem to be a lotta police around when ya DON'T need 'em! Tails, any news yet?

Tails For some reason, I'm not getting a signal form the six remaining Chaos Emeralds. Maybe Eggman took them into outer space.

Amy Outer space?!

The manhole starts to rattle. Amy steps aside as Knuckles climbs out.

Amy Knuckles?!

Knuckles
Hey guys, long time no see. I must've got lost in the mines. Looking for the Master Emerald pieces was tougher than I thought it would be. ...Where are
we, anyway?

Amy tries to pull Knuckles out of the way.

Knuckles Hey, where ya going!

Amy Move aside, Knuckles!

Tails
I managed to find the transcript between Eggman and the president in the government computer. I'm following the president's limo right now. If we get into
the limo, we can trace the call to find Eggman!

Sonic Okay, let's meet up there.

Tails drives away.

Amy Hey, wait for me, Tails!

Gameplay
Start

Tails The President must be over there. Let's go!

Checkpoint 1

Tails I'm getting closer!

Checkpoint 2

Sonic (radio) Tails, did ya find the President?

Tails Almost, Sonic! Just a few more minutes!

End

Tails Yeah, I found the President!

End
In the President's limousine...

Secretary
Mister President, reports show that since the incident three hours ago, the country is in turmoil. Our financial communities are impacted, and our satellite
communications are down. An emergency meeting has been called. Mister President, this is a national crisis.

President Spare me the details. Exactly just what is it that you want... Doctor Eggman?

On the video-screen inside the car, Eggman is projected from the ARK.

Eggman
Hahahaha! Let's just get down to business then, shall we, mister President? I won't bore you with all the details since I know you are a very busy man.
Mister President, my demands are quite simple: surrender to the Eggman Empire and make no attempts to resist. Otherwise...

President Otherwise?

Eggman Otherwise your country will cease to exist. You have twenty-four hours to give me your answer.

Sonic No way!

President What the...?!

Sonic is running outside of the limo, and smirks at the President. He jumps in from the skylight, closely followed by Tails.

Eggman Sonic, you...!!

Sonic Eggman Empire... yeah, right!

President What the heck's going on here?!

Tails slides a tracking device into the video screen's terminal.



President Oh no, what did you do?!

Sonic Don't worry, Mister President, everything's under control! Just leave it to us! Got it Tails?

Tails ...I got it! He's transmitting from the Space Colony ARK!

Sonic Okay! Let's move it!!

He jumps back out of the car.

Tails Wait up, Sonic!

Tails follows.

President Hey, you, wait!!

Secretary Mister President, we're receiving an incoming signal from our agent.

Hidden Base

Objective

[text] Find the entrance into Hidden Base!

Recap

Tails
My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. We rode in the president's limo, and guess what? We found where Eggman is hiding! Eggman and his
buddies are in a space colony, "ARK". Next step is to find Eggman's secret pyramid base, somewhere in the desert. Got it! I'll go first and find the entrance!

Start

[text] 13:04 Desert area

In the desert, Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, and Amy are standing on a platform, overlooking the pyramid in the distance.

Sonic Inside that pyramid?

Knuckles I saw Eggman go inside the pyramid. But more importantly, I saw that bat-girl go inside with him as well. You saw them too, right?

Amy Well, yeah.

Sonic
We should be able to get into outer space from there. I don't know what this space colony is all about, but I'll find and destroy that cannon... and then kick
their imperial butts!

Knuckles Alright!

Tails I'll go and find the entrance!

Pyramid Cave

Objective

[text] Infiltrate Eggman's Hidden Base

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! We managed to sneak into the pyramid, and find Eggman's secret base! There's got to be a way to get to outer space from
here! We don't have much time. Let's go!

Death Chamber

Objective

[text] Find the 3 Gate keys!

Recap

Knuckles
I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. We were able to locate Eggman's secret base, deep inside the pyramid. Now we need to find the key to
open the door, to get to the other side. What? Why do I have to find that key? That's not my job, but I'll do it. I have to, because it's for the Master
Emerald. I'll show you the skills that make me the ultimate treasure hunter!

Start
Within the Base, Sonic, Tails, Knuckles, and Amy stand before a giant locked door.

Tails Looks like we're headed towards the center of the base...

Sonic That Egghead sure loves mechanical things, doesn't he? I'll bet he has one or two space ships lying around here somewhere.



Tails The door is locked. We need a key to get in there.

Sonic No problem. We can find it, right Knuckles?

Knuckles What? Why do I have to find the key?

Sonic We're counting on ya, buddy. The world's greatest treasure hunter!

Boss: King Boom Boo (The King of Ghosts)

Recap

Knuckles
I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. That was a piece of cake! I found the key and now it's time to explore Eggman's secret base! What was
that? I've got a bad feeling about this... it's creepy in here. Could there be spirits that guard the tombs? I don't think I can deal with this... But then how am
I gonna find the pieces of the Master Emerald? Darn, I have no choice.

Start
King Boom Boo, a white blob of a ghost, "speaks" from off-screen.

King Boom Boo Blarararar!!

Knuckles Huh? Who's there? ...What the... A ghost...?

Gameplay
End

Knuckles Oh, what a hassle.

Boss: Egg Golem (Hero)

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! Thanks to Knuckles, we were able to unlock the door to Eggman's secret base! Out of nowhere, Eggman appeared, and a
huge statue came alive! That evil Egghead! How did he know we were coming?! Do you really think that piece of rock can stop us?!

Start
The door opens. Knuckles sighs.

Knuckles That was pretty rough...

Tails We did it! Let's go Amy!

Amy Yeah!

Eggman You little thieves! Did you really think you could get out of here alive?

Amy Huh?

As the door rises up, Eggman comes into view behind it.

Sonic Come and get some, Eggman!

Tails Sonic!

Sonic Just leave it to me!

Eggman This time, I'll take your lives, as well as the Chaos Emeralds! I call on you to destroy these pests! Come out, my servant!

The Egg Golem rises from out of the sand in the center of the next room.

Sonic Whoa!

It looks down at Sonic as it towers over the room.

Gameplay
End

Sonic Nice try, rocky!

End
The top of the pyramid slides off, revealing a shuttle.

Computer Green light for launch. Primary engine ignition on. Beginning liftoff countdown.

Sonic runs in from the other room, and boards the shuttle.

Computer 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Shuttle liftoff.



It launches, and enters into orbit shortly thereafter. Every starts talking as it draws nearer to the ARK, passing through a small field of asteroids on its way.

Sonic So this is the space-colony where Eggman is hiding...

The shuttle bumps into an asteroid, jarring the cargo bay's doors open. The Master Emerald shards fly out.

Sonic What the?!

Tails Is everyone alright? We should be landing soon.

Knuckles Oh, no! The hatch door is open.

Sonic Don't sweat it, Knuckles. The only thing in the cargo bay are those Master Emeralds, --

Knuckles Whaddaya mean "don't sweat it"? --

Sonic -- right? --

Knuckles -- Land this shuttle and let me out!

Sonic -- Now get off the control panel. We're gonna crash if ya keep that up! OH NO! DON'T TOUCH THAT LEAVER!!

Sonic, Tails and Amy start all start yelling.

Eternal Engine

Objective

[text] Destroy the colony's power generator!

Recap

Tails
My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. We managed to hotwire the space shuttle in Eggman's secret base, and finally arrived at the Space
Colony, ARK! It was my idea to destroy that weapon using the fake Emerald I made! I wonder if Sonic understands the plan. It's up to me to find the power
supply, and fast!

Start

[text] Inside Space Colony ARK / Cannon countdown: 2 hours 11 minutes

Sonic, Tails and Amy and inside a hall in the ARK. Knuckles has left.

Sonic What's up with that Knucklehead anyway, tryin' to take over the shuttle!? I thought we were toast for sure! Huh? Where did he go NOW?

Tails Looks like he bailed.

Amy This place looks deserted. Dusty, too.

Tails
This place was shut down about fifty years ago, because of a terrible accident. The first Bernoulli spherical space-colony, called "ARK". When it was
operational, it was the most advanced research center of its kind. But looking at it now...

Amy Now it's an abandoned ARK, wouldn't you say?

Sonic There's not much time left before Eggman fires that weapon again. We've got to hurry. Let's find the cannon and destroy it!

Tails Yeah!

On the Tornado's computer, Tails accesses a diagram of the ARK, which shows its layout, as well as power levels within certain regions.

Tails
Someone designed that weapon to be impenetrable from outside attacks. Its defense shields are super-strong, so we have to find a way to destroy it from the
inside.

He takes out what looks like a Chaos Emerald.

Amy Isn't that a Chaos Emerald?

Tails
It looks like it, doesn't it? But in fact it's a fake one I created after researching the real Emerald. It has the same wavelength and properties, but is less
powerful than the real one. It's designed to reverse the energy field inside the Chaos Emeralds, and blow up. It looks so real, even a machine can't tell the
difference. I'll find the power supply and destroy it. Sonic, you find the control room, okay?

Sonic So the plan is, we switch the Chaos Emeralds when the machine has stopped, right?

He and Tails walk away.

Amy I hate you! You guys always leave me behind, and have all the fun!

The word "fun" echoes.

Gameplay
Final room of the stage

Sonic (radio) Tails, I found the control room.



Tails Got it! I'll destroy the power supply!

End

[text] Inside Space Colony ARK / Cannon countdown: 45 minutes

Sonic is in the room with the activation terminal for the Eclipse Cannon, where the other six Emeralds are.

Tails (radio) Okay Sonic, now put that Emerald...

Eggman interrupts.

Eggman (radio) Ahem. Tails, tell Sonic to meet you back at the research facility. Now.

Tails Sonic, Amy is...

Sonic I-I didn't get that Tails! What happened to Amy? ...Tails?!

Meteor Herd

Objective

[text] Find 3 pieces of the Master Emerald!

Recap

Knuckles
I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. The pieces of the Master Emerald I collected are now floating in space. We should've secured them
better in the shuttle cargo bay... It's not an easy job protecting the Master Emerald, you know. I have to find them before we lose them again...

Start

[text] Outside Space Colony ARK Cannon countdown: 1 hour 26 minutes

Boss: Rouge

Recap

Knuckles
I'm Knuckles the Echidna. Just call me Knuckles. After collecting half of the pieces of the Master Emerald, I ran into that bat-girl again. I bet she has the
other half of the pieces! No time for small-talk; I won't give her the chance. I've gotta get those pieces back!

Start
In the center of the tower in the field on the ARK...

Rouge Long time no see, treasure hunter. Did you find MY Emerald?

Knuckles That's a good one, YOUR Emerald. Talkin' to you is a waste of time!

Gameplay
Start

Rouge Very well. If that's how you wanna play, I will take it from you!

End

Rouge This can't be true... I never lose...!

Knuckles Get away from MY Emerald!

End
Knuckles and Rouge stand on the crosswalks above the pit of lava that's opened up at the base of the tower. They both breathe heavily from fatigue. After a few
moments, they begin speaking at the same time.

Knuckles, Rouge Stop fooling around, and give me back MY Emerald!

Rouge What're you babbling about? You call yourself a hunter, attacking a lady? Shame on you!

Knuckles What kinda lady goes around stealin' gems, anyway?

Rouge Those belong to me --

She trips.

Rouge -- AH! AHHH!!

Knuckles grabs her arm.



Rouge (What in the world...?)

He pulls her back up. She stares at him for a moment, but then quickly backs up.

Rouge Keep your hands to yourself! Don't touch me!

Knuckles Is that how you say 'thanks' to someone who just saved your life?!

Rouge Saving my life? Don't think I owe you one. You just wanted to hold my hand, didn't you? That's why you saved me... You're such a creep!

Knuckles This isn't a joke, you know. Think what you want, bat-girl. I was saving the Master Emerald!

Rouge sighs.

Rouge No matter what you say, it sounds crazy.

She tosses the Master Emerald shards to Knuckles.

Knuckles Wha...?

Rouge Fine, then just take them. They stink like echidnas do.

Knuckles If that's what you thought, you should've given me them in the first place!

He gathers them up off the platform, and puts the ME back together.

Knuckles Finally.

He looks at Rouge. She turns away.

Rouge What?

Knuckles I'm sorry... if I hurt you.

He runs off. She looks up into the air.

Rouge We should get going...

She turns around, but looks back and faintly smiles before leaving as well.

Crazy Gadget

Objective

[text] Hurry and find Eggman!

Start

[text] Cannon countdown: 41 minutes

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic; Sonic the Hedgehog. Our plan was perfect! ...Until Eggman snatched Amy. Eggman said he'll trade us Amy for the Emerald. I have to think about
that one. There's no time for jokes! Eggman's ready to fire that weapon again! Tails, Amy, hold on! I'm coming!

Gameplay
Throughout stage

Eggman (radio)

1 Hahahahaha! Sonic, come here if you want to see her alive!

2 What're you doing?! There's no time for games!

3 Sonic! You're too slow! If you don't come here, she WILL die!

Switch-filled area

Computer Emergency! Emergency!

Eggman (radio) Well done, Sonic! But you'll never leave this room alive! HAHA!

Boss: Doctor Eggman 2

Recap

Tails
My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me Tails. Sonic was captured, and put in that capsule. Eggman shot the capsule into space, and exploded it! No,
it can't be true! Sonic can't be dead! Eggman, I won't let you get away with this! I promised Sonic I wouldn't give up, and I won't!! I'll make you pay for this!

Start



[text] ARK: Research lab / Cannon countdown: 33 minutes

Inside the research facility, Tails is in the Cyclone, and Eggman holds a gun to Amy's head. Sonic enters in from the door.

Eggman
Let's take care of business first, shall we, Sonic? Hand over the Chaos Emerald, slowly, and then we'll talk about your girlfriend. That is, if you really care
for her.

Sonic (Handing over the fake Emerald... I can kill two birds with one stone!)

He looks at Tails, who nods. Eggman points to a small circle on the floor.

Eggman Put the Emerald down right there and back off.

Sonic [smugly] You've turned into a big-time villain, doctor!

As he steps on the circle, a capsule rises out and traps him inside.

Sonic Whoa?!

Eggman You thought you could trick me with that fake Emerald, didn't you?

Tails So... how did you know it wasn't the real one?

Sonic Tails!!

Eggman Heh. Because you just told me, Fox-boy.

Tails looks surprised.

Eggman Now, for a little space-ride! Once the capsule clears the colony -- BAM!!

Sonic I'm counting on ya Tails. And Amy... take care of yourself.

Eggman Farewell, Sonic the Hedgehog!!

He presses a remote control, ejecting the capsule from the ARK.

Amy Sonic!!

With the capsule about to clear the range of the colony, Sonic remembers what Tails said about the fake Emerald.

Tails "It has the same wavelength, and properties, but is less powerful than the real one."

Sonic The same wavelength and properties... But, can I do this?

The camera exits the capsule. Moments later, it detonates.

Eggman Farewell Sonic, my admirable adversary.

Amy S...So...SONIC!!

Amy sobs. Eggman turns around and points his gun at Tails.

Eggman Now we have some unfinished business to take care of. If you give me the REAL Emerald, I will release you both. You have my promise.

Tails ...Sonic...

Eggman Huh?

Tails Sonic has asked me - for the first time - to do something for him. I won't let him down. I won't give up!!

Gameplay
Start

Eggman You're no match for me, you weak little fox!

Final Rush

Objective

[text] Hurry and find the point of the cannon!

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic---Sonic the Hedgehog! I took a chance using Chaos Control, and managed to escape from Eggman's trap. There's not much time left before the
weapon fires again. I'll take my chances, and throw this Emerald into the cannon before it fires!

Start

[text] Outside Space Colony ARK / Cannon countdown: 21 minutes 7 seconds



Knuckles is walking through a hallway somewhere on the ARK.

Knuckles I feel some strange energy...

A bright flash of light blasts out in front of him. He shields his eyes When he looks back after it dissipates, he sees Sonic lying on the ground. He runs over to him.

Knuckles Hey, Sonic!

Sonic Whoa... I wasn't sure if I could pull that one off. Somehow, I managed to use the Chaos Control...

Knuckles "Chaos Control"? ...Are you okay?

Sonic
I'm worried about Tails and Amy. I hate to ask, but... could you help them? This is our last chance! I got it! Before the cannon fires, I'll slam dunk it in
there!

Sonic starts running. Knuckles appears confused.

Boss: Shadow 2

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic--Sonic the Hedgehog! Timing couldn't be worse! Just when I thought I had everything under control, Shadow showed up! I have to end this battle
against that black hedgehog now! Show me whatcha got, Shadow! "True power"? Yeah, right!

Start

[text] Outside Space Colony ARK / Cannon countdown: 5 minutes 44 seconds

Sonic's standing in a corridor that leads out of the ARK. Shadow walks up to him.

Shadow You never cease to surprise me, blue hedgehog. I thought that the capsule you were in exploded in space.

Sonic You know, what can I say? I die hard.

He pulls out the fake Emerald and shows it to Shadow.

Sonic You actually saved me, ya know.

Shadow It WAS a Chaos Emerald, wasn't it? But... there's no way you could have activated the Chaos Control... using an Emerald that's fake.

They both start running through the passage.

Shadow So... there's more to you than just looking like me. What are you, anyway?

Sonic Whatcha see is whatcha get; just a guy who loves adventure. I'm Sonic the Hedgehog!

Shadow I see. But you know, I can't let you live. Your adventuring days are coming to an end!

Gameplay
Start

Shadow Before this is over...I'll show you the true power of CHAOS CONTROL!

Ability: Chaos Spear

Shadow Time to put this to the test--Disappear!

Ability: Chaos Control

Shadow This is the ultimate!

End

Shadow Impossible! I am the ultimate life form...!

Sonic Game over, Shadow!

Epilogue

Start

[text] ARK: Abandoned lab / Cannon countdown: 1 minute 33 seconds

Back in the research facility, Eggman is sprawled out on the floor. Tails holds his radio up.

Tails Sonic... I did it.

Eggman slowly grabs the real Chaos Emerald from next to him. Tails' other radio starts beeping.



Sonic (radio) Awesome job, Tails!

Tails Sonic!!

Amy Heh?!

Sonic (radio) Look outside!

Amy Ooh!

The Eclipse Cannon begins to charge up. The energy flowing through it reverses, causing the Cannon to explode.

Sonic hangs onto the side of the Cannon. As the camera zooms in, he gives a thumbs-up and smirks.

"It Doesn't Matter" plays during the credits.

Preview
Random clips from the Dark Side Story are shown throughout this.

Narrator
Eggman steals the research from a military base located on an island in the south. The military's top-secret weapon: Shadow. Sealed inside the Space
Colony "ARK" is a weapon powered by the seven Chaos Emeralds. When all of the keys have been collected, world conquest won't be long. Sonic
Adventure 2: The Dark Side Story. Long live the Eggman Empire.

Dark Side Story

Iron Gate

Objective

[text] Get to the core of the military base!

Recap

Eggman

I'm doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! By accident, I found my grandfather's diary. In it, he describes a mysterious top-secret
weapon he was working on called "Project Shadow". The diary looked like it was sealed inside the military research facility when it was shut down over
fifty years ago. What a waste of good research! The legacy of the greatest scientific mind in the history of the world, Professor Gerald; that's my grandpa! I
might as well get some use out of it.

Start

[text] 21:02 Prison Island: Inside the base

Several security doors close through the facility on Prison Island.

Alarm
system

Intruder alert! Intruder alert! Security breach at Gate 3! Intruder has been located in the north quadrant, and is moving in the direction of the underground
base. All units prepare to engage: basic emergency battle formations. Standard battle formations initiated. Locate and stop intruder from reaching the
security area.

The song "E.G.G.M.A.N." begins to play.

Alarm system This is not a drill. Repeat: this is not a drill.

Eggman drops down from above and fires at the security doors.

Eggman
Hahahahaha!! That was all too easy. Now, let's take a look at what my grandfather was working on – a top-secret military weapon. The military shut down
the research because they feared it!

He jumps down a shaft.

Gameplay
Throughout stage

Alarm system

1 Intruder alert! Assume level one defense formation!

2 Level 1 security door breach! Emergency formation! Intercept intruder!

3 Level 2 security door breach! Level 2 security door breach!

4 Level 3 security door breach! Intruder has breached sections 3 through 8. Get him!

5 Level 4 security door breach!!

6 Level 5 security door breach!! Switch to emergency defense mode! Lock down final security door!

Boss: B-3x Hot Shot (Heavily Armed Combat Walkers

Recap



Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form, awakened from a deep sleep that lasted over fifty years. Doctor Eggman, the grandson of
my creator, Professor Gerald, has freed me. The Doctor awakened me, and for that, I have granted him a wish. First, let me show you the true power I
possess. In ten seconds, I was able to destroy the military hardware like it was a toy.

Start
At the Level 7 security door, an access panel lights up and the door opens. Eggman steps through, then walks to a terminal with a small holograph of Shadow on it.

Eggman
Oh-ho! So this is the military's top-secret weapon. It's a lot smaller than I expected. Hmm, "enter user data"... ah, enter password. Password is: 'MA-RI-A'.
Maria! Now all I have to do is to place the Chaos Emerald into this console.

He places the Emerald in it, and jumps passed it, down to a lower level. A large mechanical pillar rises up.

Eggman Oh-ho!!

Shadow exits out of the top of the pillar, and looks down at Eggman.

Eggman What's that? Is that you, Sonic?! Are you trying to spoil my plans again?! Wait a minute... you're not Sonic! This is impossible!

Shadow My name is Shadow. Since you were so kind to release me, my master... I will grant you one wish.

An alarm starts blaring.

Eggman Now what?!

Shadow levitates off of the pillar using the rockets under his shoes.

Shadow Behold the true power I possess.

He confronts a GUN robot that appears in the area.

Gameplay
Start

Pilot This is Scorpion Troop Hot Shot. Enemy unit has been detected. En route to intercept and destroy.

Radio Copy that.

This text appears on the screen:

General Character Ability 
 Combat Weight: 116,800lb 
 Dimentions: [sic] 
  full length: 16.6 ft 
  width:       19.2 ft 
  height:      18.1 ft 
 Power Plant:  GUN F-series Diesel Engine 
               Two GUN R series turbofan engines 
 Speed: 
  road:        45mph 
  air:         98mph 
 Armament:     One 200mm Long Range Beam Cannon 
               One M-32A1 22mm Gatling gun 
               Two four AI-120C Advanced Medium-Range 
               air-to-surface Missiles 
 Crew:         One 
 Protection:   Chobham-type armor on glacis and turret and 
               armored bulkheads between turret and engine 
               Depleted uranium armor in production 
               Automatic fire detection and suppression 
               collective overpressure Nuclear, Biological and 
               Chemical (NBC) protection 
               G/VDR-1A radiological warning device

Red zone health

Pilot This is Scorpion Troop Hotshot. Enemy is stronger than expected. Request: Additional support!

End

Pilot He is too strong!!

Shadow Pathetic humans.



End

Eggman
Destroying that guard robot was spectacular! So, Shadow, YOU are the military's top-secret weapon. But what did you mean when you said you would
grant me a wish?

Shadow Bring more Chaos Emeralds.

Shadow starts to leave.

Eggman Shadow, wait!

Shadow I'll be waiting for you, in the central control room, on the Space Colony ARK.

Eggman ARK?!

Eggman hits his machine out of surprise. Shadow walks away.

Dry Lagoon

Objective

[text] Get 3 pieces of the Master Emerald!

Recap

Rouge
My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the treasure hunter Rouge. I just love jewels, and cannot seem to get enough of them. I found this very valuable
Master Emerald, but... this annoying echidna has been following me. He's so persistent. Moreover, this strange old man with a weird looking mustache tried
snatching it from me! But before that could happen, it was shattered into pieces. Oh, look what you've done! Now I have to find and collect all of the pieces!

Start

[text] 11:08 Desert area

In the desert, Knuckles and Rouge are arguing by the Master Emerald.

Rouge Just... let it go! You just don't know when to give up, do you?

Knuckles
What're you talkin' about? That Emerald's mine. You got that? The Master Emerald contains special powers that neutralize the energy of the Chaos
Emeralds. That makes it very powerful -- What the?!

Eggman flies down and uses a crane attached to his machine to grab the ME.

Rouge Wha -- Thief!!

Knuckles Look who's calling who a thief.

Eggman I came here following the signal from the Emerald. If I'm not mistaken, this is the Master Emerald, is it not?

Knuckles It's you... Doctor Eggman...

Rouge So that's Doctor Eggman.

Eggman Well, I guess I can use it for something. I'll just take it with me. Farewell, Knucklehead.

Knuckles Not if I can help it!

Knuckles jumps up to the Master Emerald and punches it, shattering it into dozens of shards.

Rouge AHHH!!

Rouge pauses for a moment, dazed, then starts strangling Knuckles.

Rouge What was that all about?! And look what you did to my Emerald!

Knuckles I did that to prevent it from being stolen, you idiot! If it's in pieces, I can restore it. And by the way, that's not YOUR Emerald.

Eggman scratches his head.

Eggman Hmm...doesn't matter. I'll look into it once I get back to the base.

He floats away.

Rouge I despise anyone who takes jewels from me. All the world's gems are mine to keep!

Knuckles Yeah, well we'll see about that, bat-girl!

Sand Ocean

Objective



[text] Return to Hidden Base!

Recap

Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! I released Shadow from the military research facility, but now... Shadow told me to bring the
Chaos Emerald and join him at the Space Colony ARK. There must be something going on... I should go back to the base and check it out.

Start

[text] 20:22 Desert area

Near a pyramid in the desert...

Eggman Those idiots will never find my hidden base inside this pyramid. Let's take care of business here first, then get inside.

End
Eggman enters into a room with a warp device that leads to the ARK.

Eggman With the Chaos Emeralds... in the Space Colony ARK. Hmm... I've got to find out just what's going on up there.

He presses a few buttons on the terminal, which activate a television.

Reporter
We interrupt this broadcast for an important newsflash. There has been a break-in at the federal-reserve bank today. Mysteriously, the only thing that was
stolen was--

Eggman The Chaos Emerald?!

Reporter
--the Chaos Emerald. According to eyewitnesses at the scene, the suspect was identified as the world-renowned hero, Sonic the Hedgehog. The suspect
was seen fleeing the scene, destroying the reserve's guard robots in his path. Stay tuned for more details.

Eggman Sounds more like the work of Shadow!

Radical Highway

Objective

[text] Break through the besieging military!

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. I took the Chaos Emerald from the national reserve bank, and now the military and police
are chasing me. I don't care if they know who I am, because they'll never catch me. It's just a waste of time. There's no time for games. I have to get to get
out of here, fast.

Start
Shadow stands on a high suspension bridge, overlooking the swarming police units below.

Shadow Hmph. How pathetic.

He has a flashback of the ARK fifty years ago. A GUN soldier speaks from off-screen.

Soldier Find them before they escape!

Shadow and Maria run through the halls of the ARK, both panting heavily from exhaustion and panic.

At the research facility, Maria supports herself on a terminal, weakened from a gunshot wound suffered earlier.

Shadow MARIA!!

A capsule closes down over Shadow.

Shadow What?!

Maria Shadow... I beg of you... Please --

Shadow --Maria...!--

Maria --do it for me... for all the people... on that planet... Sayonara, Shadow the Hedgehog.

The capsule ejects from the colony. The flashback ends.

Shadow Maria... I still remember what I promised you... For all the people of this planet... I promise you... REVENGE!

End
Sonic breathes heavily from fatigue, having just defeated a GUN robot that was pursuing him. He looks up a bit.



Sonic What?!

Shadow stands atop the downed robot, holding a Chaos Emerald. "Throw It All Away" starts playing.

Shadow It all starts with this... a jewel containing the ultimate power.

Sonic That's the... Chaos Emerald!! ...Now I know what's going on!

Shadow's gaze shifts away from the Emerald, and he notices Sonic walking towards him.

Sonic The military has mistaken me for the likes of you! So, where do you think you're going with that Emerald?

Shadow doesn't respond. Sonic starts running faster.

Sonic Say something, you fake hedgehog!

Shadow tosses the Emerald into the air.

Shadow Chaos Control!!

As he catches the Emerald, a green light envelopes him, pulling him across the area at a speed equal to Sonic. Shadow lands on a roof as Sonic skids to a stop and
turns around.

Sonic Wow, he's fast! Hey, it's not his speed; he must be using the Chaos Emerald to warp!

Shadow My name is Shadow. I'm the world's ultimate life form. There's no time for games; farewell!!

He triggers Chaos Control again and disappears. Sonic shields his eyes from the light.

Sonic Kuu! ...Shadow... what is he?

Numerous GUN units appear.

Egg Quarters

Objective

[text] Find the 3 Gate keys!

Recap

Rouge
My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the treasure hunter Rouge. I was able to put a transmitter on that old man's machine when he first appeared. I
can't tell you why... just yet. Then I tracked and followed him to this pyramid, but couldn't get in because the door was sealed. Hmm, maybe I need to find a
key or something to get in?

Start

[text] 22:18 In the pyramid

Rouge is inside Eggman's base, in front of a door with a large keyhole. Her radio starts to beep.

Rouge This is Rouge. I've located Eggman's base, and will proceed to enter it now.

She turns it off and sighs.

Rouge I hate to say it... Looks like I'm going to have to find that key first.

End
Rouge enters the room where Eggman heard the news report. She gasps.

Rouge
It's a space transporter! The destination has been set to... ARK?! Wasn't that space colony shut down, over fifty years ago? What's he doing up there,
anyway? Doesn't matter; it's my mission to find out what he's up to!

She twirls onto the transporter. It activates.

Lost Colony

Objective

[text] Find the way to the colony's core!

Recap



Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! I went to the Space Colony ARK, as Shadow told me to do. What's in the central control
room of the Space Colony ARK...? I'll have to find out.

Start

[text] 20:41 Inside Space Colony ARK

On an elevator in the ARK...

Eggman So this is the space colony ARK. I have got to locate the central control room that Shadow mentioned before he left.

End
Eggman walks into the control room for the Eclipse Cannon.

Shadow I've been waiting for you, Doctor. Now, I will show the glorious achievement of what the world's leading scientist – Professor Gerald - has created.

The device behind Shadow boots up.

Shadow
The ARK was the first space colony created by mankind. Not many people know that the ARK contained a top-secret research facility, where weapons of
mass destruction were being created. This is one of them, a weapon capable of destroying an entire planet, codenamed: "The Eclipse Cannon".

Eggman Destroying an entire planet...? Was this my grandfather's legacy?

Shadow But, it's been deactivated for some time now...

He tosses the Chaos Emerald into the panel behind him. Its energy surges through the machine.

Shadow To reactivate it... large amounts of energy are necessary.

Eggman Oh, so that's why we needed the Chaos Emerald.

Shadow
Exactly. To reactivate the machine, we need the seven Chaos Emeralds. Once you have that, then you have the ultimate power of destruction, to use as
you please. And then... the world could be yours!

Eggman
Hahahahahaha! Sounds like a plan! I like the way you think, Shadow! I will get the Chaos Emeralds, use the machine to dominate the world and build a
legacy of my own!

Rouge Do you really think it will be that easy?

Eggman Shadow look up at Rouge, who's hanging onto the ceiling. She drops down to them.

Rouge I've got a great idea! How about making a deal?

Eggman A... deal?

Rouge
When you grabbed that huge Emerald, you said something about a reaction; a reaction that it may have with the Master Emerald. Now, if you could just let
me borrow that radar, I may be able to help you. What do you think?

Eggman If I do... what's in it for me?

Rouge
I have an idea where the other Chaos Emeralds may be. I may not look like it, but do you know that I am a treasure hunter that specializes in all kinds of
jewels?

She pulls out a Chaos Emerald. Eggman pauses, not quite knowing what to do, then he looks at Shadow. Shadow nods in agreement with Rouge's terms, and
Eggman turns back to her.

Eggman Very well.

Rouge Okay then, it's a deal. I don't think we've been introduced. I'm Rouge the Bat. But, you can call me Rouge.

Weapons Bed

Objective

[text] Rush into the military base!

Recap

Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! The bat-girl, Rouge, joined our forces, and we came back to Prison Island. We came here
to locate the Chaos Emerald, stored somewhere in the military research facility. I'll go in first and distract the troops! Ha! Then we will carry out our plans!

Start

[text] 11:13 Prison Island: Coastline

On Prison Island, in the middle of the forest...

Eggman
Having to come back isn't my idea of a vacation! How can you be sure your intelligence reports are correct? Why would the Chaos Emeralds be here on
the island? Are you absolutely SURE?!



Rouge Well, believe what you wanna believe.

Eggman
Hmm, very well. VERY well... Let's discuss HOW we are going to do this. I will go in first and distract the military troops, allowing you to sneak in the base
without being detected. Then, Shadow will... enter the armory, where he will set the timer on these dynamite packs. Once that is in place, we will blow up
the whole island before anyone has a chance to know what hit them!

He turns to Rouge.

Eggman
Meanwhile, you will sneak into the cargo area and grab the Chaos Emeralds. That's a challenge for such a worthy treasure hunter as yourself, isn't it, bat-
girl?

Rouge salutes, and winks at Eggman.

Eggman We only have thirteen minutes to pull this mission off, and we only get one try. So don't fail me!

They all leave in separate directions.

Boss: Tails 1

Recap

Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! When we reached the military research facility to get the Chaos Emerald, someone was
there to stop us! Shadow, Rouge, just go! I'll take care of him!! Killing you will be my pleasure, Fox-boy!

Start
On a ship...

Eggman Okay, everyone ready? Shadow, Rouge, on with the show!

"My Sweet Passion" starts playing. Amy runs up to Shadow and hugs him.

Amy Oh, Sonic! I thought I'd never see you again! I'm so glad you made it!

He turns around. Amy backs up.

Amy ...You're not Sonic. Who are you?!

Eggman also turns around and points a gun at Amy.

Eggman I'm the one who should be asking that question!

Amy Doctor Eggman?! AAHH!!

She runs away.

Eggman Gah! Amy, your timing is impeccable!

He turns to Shadow and Rouge.

Eggman Listen to me. I'll take care of her. You two go on ahead!

He walks over to Amy. She stops at the edge of the ship.

Eggman Give up, Amy!

Tails, in the Tornado, descends between them.

Amy Boy, am I glad to see you!

Tails Stand back, Amy!

Gameplay
Start

Tails Eggman, you won't get away with this!

End

Tails Shoot, I was so close...

Eggman Better luck next time, Fox-boy!



Security Hall

Objective

[text] Steal the 3 Chaos Emeralds in 5 minutes!

Recap

Rouge
My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the treasure hunter Rouge. I got inside the military research facility, just like the Doctor planned. I need to find
the three remaining Chaos Emeralds. This should be a piece of cake!

Start
Shadow and Eggman are speaking via radios.

Shadow I'm in position, Doctor. Tell me when.

Eggman There's been an unexpected delay on my end. There's no more time to waste! Set the timer for fifteen minutes! Let's go, Rouge!

Rouge Five minutes should be plenty. Here I go!

Gameplay
Eggman on radio

05:00:00 Rouge! Get the Chaos Emerald before the military finds you!

03:59:59 Hurry up, Rouge! The island is set to blow up!

02:59:59 What're you doing?! Get me the Chaos Emeralds - NOW!

01:59:59 What in the world are you doing?! You took longer than you were supposed to!

00:59:59 Rouge! It's going to explode! HURRY UP!! GET GOING!!

00:05:00 Rouge!! That's no good! You spoiled my plans!!

Boss: R-1/A Flying Dog (Multirole Attacker)

Recap

Rouge

My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the treasure hunter Rouge. A minor setback... Just how could I have let this happen to me? After collecting the
three Chaos Emeralds, something caught my eye. All of a sudden, the security alarm went off, and I was trapped inside the safe! From out of nowhere,
comes this strong-looking fighter. There's not much time left before the bomb that Shadow set goes off! Oh, this is just not my day! First, I've got to take care
of business.

Start
Rouge enters into a large room. She stops moving as she sees a GUN robot ahead of her.

Rouge I can't believe I've come this far... just to fail.

This text appears on the screen:

General Character Ability 
 Combat Weight: 89,800lb 
 Dimentions: [sic] 
  full length:   11.9 ft 
  width:         15.8 ft 
  height:        11.4 ft 
  wingspan:      3.8 ft 
 Power Plant:    Seven GUN R-series turbofan engines 
                 Two GUN RX-01 turbofan engines with afterburners 
 Speed:          150mph 
 Thrust:         R1-B/C. 16,000 pounds each engine 
 Ceiling:        32,000 ft 
 Range:          2,400 miles 
 Armament:       One 200mm Long-Range Beam Cannon 
                 One M-J2A1 22mm Gatling gun 
                 Two four AIM-120C Advanced Medium-Range 
                 air-to-surface Missiles 
                 external cocalons can carry up to conventional 
                 air-to-air and air-to-surface minicons 
                 and electronic counter missile pods 
                 R1.A: One R1.B/C: Two

Gameplay



Start

Pilot This is Flying Dog to headquarters. Intruder found entering security vault. Preparing to attack.

Radio Copy that.

Red zone health

Pilot This is Flying Dog to headquarters. We've engaged the enemy in security vault.

End

Pilot It's just not possible! Flying Dog can't be destroyed!

Rouge Not bad, huh? I'm pretty strong, alright!

White Jungle

Objective

[text] Cut through the Jungle in 10 minutes!

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. It looks like Bat-girl's failed her end of the deal. I really could care less about her - it's the
Chaos Emeralds I have to save. I have to hurry because there's not much time left before the bomb goes off.

Start
Shadow's walking through White Jungle. Rouge contacts him via the radio.

Rouge
(radio)

This is Rouge. I've got a small problem... I can't believe that I'm trapped inside this locked safe with the Chaos Emeralds! I guess I won't be able to call
myself a treasure hunter anymore...

One of the dynamite packs reads "00:09:54". Shadow pauses, thinking of Rouge. Then he recalls how Maria was in the same situation; lying helpless against a wall,
unable to do anything but wait for death.

Shadow Ah... shoot. Troublemaker!

He starts running.

Boss: Sonic 1

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. That other hedgehog appeared while I was on my way to rescue Rouge. He's starting to
irritate me. It's time to show my true power!

Start
Shadow jumps onto the branch of a tree. Sonic speaks from off-screen.

Sonic Hey, that's...

Shadow That blue hedgehog again, of all places!

Sonic I found you, faker!

Shadow Faker? I think YOU'RE the fake hedgehog around here. You're comparing yourself to me? Hah! You're not even good enough to be my fake.

Sonic I'll make you eat those words!!

Gameplay
Start

Sonic You won't get away this time! There's only one real Sonic!

First damage

Sonic Bring it on!

Red zone health

Sonic Who are you?

End

Sonic That hurt...

Shadow No time to hang you with the likes of you!



End
One of the dynamite packs reads "00:01:25". Sonic and Shadow, their battle having ended in a draw, breathe heavily. Eggman starts talking over Shadow's radio.

Eggman (radio) Shadow?! What are you doing?! Hurry and get back here right now before the island blows up with you on it!

Sonic Blows up?!

Shadow looks at Sonic, then jumps back and runs off. With only 56 seconds remaining until detonation, Shadow makes it into the security vault where Rouge is. She
looks surprised. He runs to her, and reaches to the Emeralds as he draws nearer.

Shadow CHAOS CONTROL!!

They teleport out of the vault, with a scant 3 seconds left. The dynamite packs explode, covering the entire island in a massive blast of energy.

Route 280

Objective

[text] Chase the Tornado!

Recap

Rouge
My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the treasure hunter Rouge. We announced our plans for world domination using the power of the Chaos
Emeralds we stole from the military research facility. Charging the Eclipse Cannon is taking too long! So we've got to get the last Chaos Emerald, and fast!
Where is that Fox-boy?

Start
Part 1

[text] ARK

In Shadow's memory, he and Maria are standing in front of a window aboard the ARK.

Maria Shadow, what do you think it's like on Earth?

Shadow
The professor said his life's work was dedicated to all of those who live down there. He once told that the reason for his existence was, making people
happy through the power of science.

Maria Shadow...

Shadow
Maria... I just don't know anything anymore... I often wonder why I was created; what my purpose if for being here. Maybe if I go down there, I... I will find
the answers... maybe... ...Maria...

The flashback ends. Shadow is in the same room in the present day.

Rouge Why so melancholy?

Shadow pauses, not saying anything.

Rouge That was so unexpected. So unlike you, Shadow, to come and rescue me. But your ability to use the Chaos Control certainly comes in handy.

Shadow Hmm, you know... I didn't come to save you. I came back for the Chaos Emeralds.

Rouge Yeah, yeah. But then again, that's not the whole story, now, is it?

Eggman stretches, and sighs as he enters the room.

Eggman Everything is ready to go!

Rouge Are you sure? We only have six of the seven Chaos Emeralds, you know.

Shadow That's more than enough for the demonstration. So let's get this show on the road!

Shadow walks towards Eggman. He steps aside, looking a tad surprised.

Part 2 (full motion video)

[text] Day X 18:00

Eggman has projected himself onto every television across the world.

Eggman
Bwahahahaha!! Citizens of Earth, lend me your ears! Listen very closely... My name is Doctor Eggman, the world's greatest scientist, and soon to be the
world's greatest ruler! Now, this is the beginning of the greatest empire of all time! Hahaha!

In outer space, an asteroid cracks its lower half off, revealing a design reminiscent of Eggman's face. The 'nose' area splits apart into four stems, at the center of
which is the Eclipse Cannon. The four stems begin radiating an energy net, which the Cannon launches straight at the Moon. Its entire side is blown up.

Eggman Bwahahahahaha! Bwahahahaha!!



A timer counting down from 24:00:00:00 appears on the televisions.

Part 3

Eggman is hitting the terminal for the Cannon in frustration (perhaps he wanted the entire Moon to be destroyed).

Rouge
Why are you so upset? Well that was really impressive. You managed to create complete havoc on the whole planet! Does this now mean we control the
planet and can do as we choose?

Shadow At this rate, the Cannon will take too much time to charge up. If you want to unleash its full potential, you'll need all seven Chaos Emeralds.

Eggman Where in the world have you been?!

Rouge ...Something happened?

Rouge looks at Shadow.

Shadow Our threats fell on deaf ears.

Rouge turns to Eggman.

Rouge Look at you, throwing a tantrum like a little kid. How totally embarrassing.

Eggman Don't forget your end of the bargain, Bat-girl! What about that last Chaos Emerald?! We had a deal, right?! So where is my Emerald?

Rouge holds out a newspaper with the headline "Tails Prower was given the Chaos Emerald".

Rouge Here you go. I~ found~ this~!

Eggman Why didn't you show me this before?!

He takes the newspaper.

Eggman
What's this...? "Station Square saved from a life-threatening missile attack. The city has awarded its famed prize to the boy who saved Station Square.
Miles 'Tails' Prower was given the Chaos Emerald as a testament of his heroic deed at a ceremony held at city Hall."

He clears his throat.

Eggman This makes things a whole lot easier. Hurry; go back and find them fast! I want that Chaos Emerald!

Rouge turns to Shadow.

Rouge Did you get that?

Shadow speaks quietly.

Shadow Soon enough... Maria...

Rouge looks a little surprised, and also confused as Shadow walks to the exit. She begins talking into her radio.

Rouge
This is Rouge reporting. Currently, I have not been able to confirm if Shadow is the ultimate life form or not. I will continue my research on Project Shadow,
and have a follow-up report very shortly. Just a reminder... Don't forget about my, jewels.

She turns off the radio, and looks at the camera.

Gameplay
Start

[text] 12:10 Near the capital city

Rouge I'm picking up a signal from the Emerald... Fox-boy, wait for me!

Checkpoint 1

Rouge I must be getting closer...

Checkpoint 2

Eggman contacts Rouge via radio.

Eggman Rouge! Did you find Tails?

Rouge Uh, wait a minute. Be quiet! Just leave it to me!

End

Rouge I found ya, Fox-boy!



Sky Rail

Objective

[text] Chase the Tornado!

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. I received a message from Rouge to follow that plane. The pilot is in possession of the last
Chaos Emerald. There are so many creepy-looking mountains ahead of me... Never mind that. I won't let the plane get away!

Start
Shadow stands atop a small pillar somewhere in Sky Rail. Rouge contacts him via the radio.

Route (radio) Shadow, they're in that blue plane, spotted at eleven o'clock.

Shadow Copy that. I'm in pursuit.

End
The Tornado flies over Shadow, headed towards the base.

Shadow Doctor, they're heading directly toward us. What should we do?

Eggman
(radio)

Just sit tight. I've got them on radar. There's no way they can get away. I don't know what they are planning, but I'll be sure to give them a warm
welcome.

Boss: Egg Golem (Dark)

Recap

Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! I was waiting for Sonic in my hidden base to show him my awesome robot created to put
that creep in his place. But... that blue hedgehog alluded me again! Now he's on the attack and is coming after me! Argh, why does this always happen?!
Hey, get out of my way! Sonic's escaping!

Start

[text] 14:58 In the pyramid

A previously-locked door opens. Knuckles sighs.

Knuckles That was pretty rough...

Tails We did it! Let's go Amy!

Amy Yeah!

Eggman You little thieves! Did you really think you could get out of here alive?

"E.G.G.M.A.N." starts playing.

Amy Huh?

As the door rises up, Eggman comes into view behind it.

Sonic Come and get some, Eggman!

Tails Sonic!

Sonic Just leave it to me!

Eggman This time, I'll take your lives, as well as the Chaos Emeralds! I call on you to destroy these pests! Come out, my servant!

The Egg Golem rises from out of the sand in the center of the next room.

Sonic Whoa!

It looks down at Sonic as it towers over the room.

Eggman Now go! Squash that blue hedgehog, Sonic!

Sonic jumps towards the Egg Golem's head.

Sonic Teriaaaaa!!

"It Doesn't Matter" starts playing. Sonic kicks the control mechanism on top of the EG's head. He falls back down to the platforms below. The mechanism explodes.
The Egg Golem rotates its head a bit.



Eggman When Sonic struck his head, he must've broken the restraining mechanism. GAH! What a piece of junk!

The Egg Golem looks down at Eggman and reaches towards him.

Eggman NO!!

End
The top of the pyramid slides off, revealing a shuttle.

Computer Green light for launch. Primary engine ignition on. Beginning liftoff countdown.

Sonic runs in from the other room, and boards the shuttle.

Computer 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Shuttle liftoff.

It launches, and enters into orbit shortly thereafter.

Mad Space

Objective

[text] Find 3 pieces of the Master Emerald!

Recap

Rouge
My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the treasure hunter Rouge. But that's not all I do... Finally, those guys appeared when I returned from my secret
mission. That means they've collected the remaining pieces of the Master Emerald! Now is my chance! I've retrieved the information about the secret
project, "Shadow". Now's my chance to grab the Master Emerald, and dash!

Start

[text] ARK: Central control room / Cannon countdown: 2 hours 7 seconds

In the control room for the Eclipse Cannon, Rouge is talking to Eggman on the radio.

Rouge
Hi Doctor. How's it going? What? What do you mean they escaped?! ...That's okay. I'll go after them myself. Can you tell me the password for the Space
Colony control?

She turns the radio off.

Rouge
Hmm, tricking that old Doctor is just too easy. Alright, it's time to get to work. The password is: "MA-RI-A". 'Maria', hmm? I've heard that name somewhere
before... Oh well.

She starts scanning through data on the monitor.

Rouge This is it! The research project Shadow; the ultimate life form! Let's see now... ...What in the world is this?!

"Fly In The Freedom" starts playing.

Rouge This can't be right... Just what is Shadow anyway...?

A warning message comes on, showing Sonic, Tails, and Amy in a hallway in the ARK.

Rouge Hmph! I guess I'll just have to take the last pieces of the Master Emerald!

Boss: Knuckles

Recap

Rouge
My name is Rouge the Bat; better known as the reassure hunter Rouge. He's starting to get on my nerves! He is relentless about the Master Emerald, isn't
he? Why doesn't he just give up? That annoying echidna... I will beat him up, and take the Master Emerald!

Start
In the center of the tower in the field on the ARK...

Rouge Long time no see, treasure hunter. Did you find MY Emerald?

Knuckles That's a good one, YOUR Emerald. Talkin' to you is a waste of time!

Gameplay
Start



Knuckles Hand over those Master Emeralds. Give them to me!

Red zone health

Knuckles You're no ordinary thief...

End

Knuckles I must... protect the Master Emerald...

Rouge Hand over those jewels!

End
"Fly In The Freedom" starts playing. Knuckles and Rouge stand on the crosswalks above the pit of lava that's opened up at the base of the tower. They both breathe
heavily from fatigue. After a few moments, they begin speaking at the same time.

Knuckles, Rouge Stop fooling around, and give me back MY Emerald!

Rouge What're you babbling about? You call yourself a hunter, attacking a lady? Shame on you!

Knuckles What kinda lady goes around stealin' gems, anyway?

Rouge Those belong to me --

She trips.

Rouge -- AH! AHHH!!

Knuckles grabs her arm.

Rouge (What in the world...?)

He pulls her back up. She stares at him for a moment, but then quickly backs up.

Rouge Keep your hands to yourself! Don't touch me!

Knuckles Is that how you say 'thanks' to someone who just saved your life?!

Rouge Saving my life? Don't think I owe you one; you just wanted to hold my hand, didn't you? That's why you saved me... You're such a creep!

Knuckles This isn't a joke, you know. Think what you want, bat-girl; I was saving the Master Emerald!

Rouge sighs.

Rouge No matter what you say, it sounds crazy.

She tosses the Master Emerald shards to Knuckles.

Knuckles Wha...?

Rouge Fine, then just take them. They stink like echidnas do.

Knuckles If that's what you thought, you should've given me them in the first place!

He gathers them up off the platform, and puts the ME back together.

Knuckles Finally.

He looks at Rouge. She turns away.

Rouge What?

Knuckles I'm sorry... if I hurt you.

He runs off. She looks up into the air.

Rouge We should get going...

She turns around, but looks back and faintly smiles before leaving as well.

Cosmic Wall

Objective

[text] Get and confront the trespassers!

Recap



Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! Sonic and his buddies somehow found a way to get to the Space Colony. Why am I getting
readings from two separate Chaos Emeralds?! What's going on?! They must be planning a counterattack... I have no time to waste! Back to the Space
Colony and attack them!

Start

[text] In the pyramid / Cannon countdown: 58 minutes

In the pyramid base's transporter room, Eggman is looking at a diagram of the ARK.

Eggman What is Rouge up to, anyway?

The map shows two Chaos Emeralds; the real one, along with the fake.

Eggman This is strange... It's showing energy readings from two separate Chaos Emeralds. Did they really think they could trick me with that fake Emerald?

Shadow turns to leave.

Eggman Wait, Shadow! I'm the one who should be telling them the end is near, not you!

"E.G.G.M.A.N." starts playing.

Eggman Now is the time to end this long drawn-out battle, and mark myself a place in history as the ultimate genius!

He enters his combat machine.

Eggman If something happens to me, I'm counting on you to finish the job! The moment for attack has come! It's now, or never!

He steps onto the transporter, and is sent to the ARK.

Boss: Tails 2

Recap

Eggman
I'm Doctor Eggman, the greatest scientific genius of the world! Hahahahahaha!! I've finally done it! I've defeated Sonic! That annoying hedgehog is now
gone forever! He's nothing but floating chunks in space now! What will you do now, Tails? If you are against me, you'll suffer the same fate as your buddy
Sonic.

Start
Amy is in the research facility.

Amy Darn! Why do they always leave a sweet, little innocent girl like me alone?

Eggman approaches her, and draws a gun.

Eggman Well, well, young lady... Is there something I can help you with?

Amy Doctor Eggman...!

Eggman If you value your life, you will tell me where Sonic and Tails are!

Slightly later:

[text] ARK: Research lab / Cannon countdown: 33 minutes

Inside the research facility, Tails is in the Cyclone, and Eggman holds a gun to Amy's head. Sonic enters in from the door.

Eggman
Let's take care of business first, shall we, Sonic? Hand over the Chaos Emerald, slowly, and then we'll talk about your girlfriend. That is, if you really care
for her.

Sonic (Handing over the fake Emerald... I can kill two birds with one stone!)

He looks at Tails, who nods. Eggman points to a small circle on the floor.

Eggman Put the Emerald down right there and back off.

Sonic [smugly] You've turned into a big-time villain, doctor!

As he steps on the circle, a capsule rises out and traps him inside.

Sonic Whoa?!

Eggman You thought you could trick me with that fake Emerald, didn't you?

Tails So... how did you know it wasn't the real one?



Sonic Tails!!

Eggman Heh. Because you just told me, Fox-boy.

Tails looks surprised.

Eggman Now, for a little space-ride! Once the capsule clears the colony -- BAM!!

Sonic I'm counting on ya Tails. And Amy... take care of yourself.

Eggman Farewell, Sonic the Hedgehog!!

He presses a remote control, ejecting the capsule from the ARK.

Amy Sonic!!

With the capsule about to clear the range of the colony, Sonic remembers what Tails said about the fake Emerald.

Tails "It has the same wavelength, and properties, but is less powerful than the real one."

Sonic (The same wavelength and properties... But, can I do this?)

The camera exits the capsule. Moments later, it detonates.

Eggman Farewell Sonic, my admirable adversary.

Amy S...So...SONIC!!

Amy sobs. Eggman turns around and points his gun at Tails.

Eggman Now we have some unfinished business to take care of. If you give me the REAL Emerald, I will release you both. You have my promise.

Tails ...Sonic...

Eggman Huh?

Tails Sonic has asked me - for the first time - to do something for him. I won't let him down. I won't give up!!

Gameplay
Start

Tails What have you done to Sonic?! I'll never forgive you for this!

Final Chase

Objective

[text] Hurry to the Eclipse Cannon!

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. Finally, all the seven Chaos Emeralds are set in place. Now the stage is set. I'm almost
finished! All this time, someone has been trying to get at the Eclipse Cannon. There's no hope for him now! It's important that we don't make any mistakes
right now. I have to get rid of all those pests!

Start

[text] ARK: Central area / Cannon countdown: 21 minutes 7 seconds

Shadow watches from the research facility as the capsule Sonic was ejected from the ARK in explodes.

Shadow I guess he was just a regular hedgehog after all.

The scene shifts to the terminal for the Eclipse Cannon.

Rouge walks up to the Chaos Emeralds.

Rouge Legend has it, whenever the seven Chaos Emeralds are collected, the power creates a miracle. I have six of them. They're mine! All mine!

Shadow I don't think so.

Rouge Shadow?

Shadow
So that was your plan from the very beginning, huh? Or was it a direct order from the president? Now I know who you are! You're that government spy,
Rouge the Bat, aren't you?

Rouge So you did your homework, is that it? I would say that's an invasion of privacy.

Shadow I could say the same thing about you.

Rouge Hmm... Looks like things aren't quite going the way I planned. But since my job is done, I thought it was time to take what's mine and get out of this place.



Shadow You are one pathetic creature!

Rouge Hmm, looks who's talking. What about you?

"Fly In The Freedom" stops playing. Rouge jumps down to Shadow, holding a report printed off from the ARK's computer.

Rouge Here are the results from the research project called the "ultimate life form".

A picture of the Biolizard is on the report.

Report
The 23rd "Project Shadows" report

Current status

12:30A.M. on January 27th, we initiated the experiment to start Shadow's first prototype. The experiment
was successful. The life form's eternal engine and the organ to start the Chaos control [sic] are working
normally. However, the measurements of the experiment was higher than we expected, we will continue
this experiment at the Central Dome from now on.

Note

Pr. Gerald pointed out that the growth speed of the first prototype is getting faster. The current body
length is 2.7m, and the current weight is 350kg. It's growing so fast in the last couple of days at an
exponential level. Professor has requested that the control part of the life form's vital organs needs to be
reinforced.

We need to keep an eye on the prototype, because the prototype is still not strong enough to walk by
itself, but it has a strong neck and a tail. The prototype is sensitive to the temperature and humidity
changes, and its intelligence and learning ability level is still low. At this point, the prototype is still more
like an animal.

EYES ONLY

TOP SECRET

SUPER CONFIDENTIAL

Rouge But... if this picture is of the real ultimate life form--

"Throw it all Away" starts playing.

Rouge --named Shadow, then exactly who, or what, is standing in front of me?

Eggman contacts Shadow on the radio.

Eggman
(radio)

This is Doctor Eggman. I have found all seven Chaos Emeralds! Shadow, someone is trying to get to the Eclipse Cannon. There's not much time left
before the cannon fires again! Can you get over there?!

Shadow addresses Rouge.

Shadow If you want to live, leave the Chaos Emeralds where they are; the fake Emerald is good enough for you!

Rouge Do you actually believe that... you're the real Shadow?

Shadow No doubt.

Rouge Even your memories might not be real, you know?

Shadow Even if my memories are not real, it's still me, Shadow... And I will fulfill my promise to Maria. That's the only thing that matters to me now.

Boss: Sonic 2

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. It's that blue hedgehog who's trying to destroy the Eclipse Cannon. I'm impressed--I thought
he died in the capsule that was shot into space. Now I know that blue hedgehog is dangerous. When I'm finished with him, he'll wish he died in the
capsule. I'm gonna show him my real power.

Start

[text] Outside Space Colony ARK / Cannon countdown: 5 minutes 44 seconds

Sonic's standing in a corridor that leads out of the ARK. Shadow walks up to him.



Shadow You never cease to surprise me, blue hedgehog. I thought that the capsule you were in exploded in space.

Sonic You know, what can I say? I die hard.

They both start running through the passage.

Shadow So... there's more to you than just looking like me. What are you, anyway?

Sonic Whatcha see is whatcha get; just a guy who loves adventure. I'm Sonic the Hedgehog!

Shadow I see. But you know, I can't let you live. Your adventuring days are coming to an end!

Gameplay
Start

Sonic Alright Shadow! Time for me to finish this!!

Ability: Sonic Wind

Sonic I'm not done with you yet! Sonic Wind!

Ability: Chaos Control

Sonic I'll use your Chaos Control!

End

Sonic No... I failed...!

Shadow I told you... I am the ultimate!

Epilogue
Start

[text] ARK: Central control room / Cannon countdown: 40 seconds

At the terminal for the Eclipse Cannon, Eggman walks in with the seventh Chaos Emerald.

Eggman Hahahahahaha!! This completes my plan to take over the world! Now begins the glorious era of the Empire of Eggman!

He throws the Emerald into the machine. "E.G.G.M.A.N." starts playing. The energy from the Emerald surges through the Cannon.

Eggman Bwahahahaha! Hahahahaha!!

A warning message comes up on the computer screen, though Eggman doesn't notice it.

"Throw It All Away" plays during the credits.

Preview

Random clips from the Hero Side Story are shown throughout this.

Narrator
The military's top-secret weapon, "Project Shadow", was stolen from the military base located on a deserted island in the southern seas. This incident
increased worldwide terrorist activities. Sonic the Hedgehog, was arrested. The adventure for truth leads to the incidents that shocked the entire world.
The story takes our hero Sonic from the Earth, and into outer space. Sonic Adventure 2: Hero Side Story. Farewell Sonic... forever.

Last Story

Preview
This plays after having completed the other two stories. A mix of text and speech occur quickly interspersed. The text and speech roughly correspond to each other,
but with enough differences that they're kept separate here for easier comparison.

[text] Shadow

[text] The end of mankind

[text] Space Colony

[text] Chaos Control

[text] Shadow the

[text] desperation

[text] prayer

[text] tears

[text] wish...



[text] insanity

[text] ARK

[text] Shadow

[text] Super Sonic

[text] maria

[text] Crisis of epic proportions

[text] End of the world

[text] The truth about 50 years ago...

[text] the end everything... [sic]

[text] Wishes are eternal.

Speech:

Maria Shadow!

Shadow The ultimate life form.

Eggman The end of mankind.

Sonic Chaos Control...

Shadow Vengeance!

Tails Space Colony.

Female voice Desperation.

Amy Prayer.

Male voice Super Sonic...

Female voice Wish

Female voice ARK.

Amy Tears.

Knuckles The untamed power of Chaos Emeralds.

Shadow Maria!

Tails Professor Gerald.

Male voice Crisis.

Male voice Apocalypse...

Amy The truth about fifty years ago.

Female voice The end of everything...

Male voice Sonic Adventure 2: Last Episode. Wishes are eternal...

Cannon's Core

Objective

[text] Get to the core of the colony!

Recap

Amy

My name is Amy Rose. I'm cute, and full of energy! Something horrible has happened! Professor Gerald activated his program a long time ago. Activating that
program has caused the Space Colony to fall out of its orbit. Now it's on a crash course to the Earth! It looks like Eggman has tricked Shadow. He's such an
evil Doctor. I wanna yell at him. But first, we need to stop the Space Colony from falling! We decided to team up, and go to the Colony's core to stop the power
of the Chaos Emeralds. We don't have much time left! Hang on everybody, let's do it!!

Start
The terminal for the Eclipse Cannon

The alarm is blaring loudly.

Eggman Argh! What the... What's going on?! Why doesn't the Cannon fire?!

A red light comes in.

Eggman What?! What's happening here?!

On the terminal's screen, a recording of Gerald starts playing.

Eggman It's... it's my grandfather! Gerald Robotnik!



Research facility

Sonic and Knuckles enter the research facility. The ARK begins to tremble.

Knuckles What's that...that vibration?!

Sonic Hey, wait... somebody's coming!

Rouge drops down from above.

Knuckles You...? You haven't given up yet?!

Rouge It's all over for us...

Knuckles What do you mean?

Rouge
I just received a message from my boss... The Space Colony ARK, is currently approaching Earth at an incredible velocity. It, probably... will impact
Earth...

The message from Gerald starts playing in that room.

Knuckles What's that on the screen?

Full motion video

Gerald's message begins playing on every single television across the world. In it, he is bound to a chair by metal chains.

Gerald
"This is a death sentence for every human being on Earth. If my calculations are correct, the Space Colony ARK will impact the Earth in 27 minutes, 23
seconds. All of you will be destroyed, along with your beloved planet Earth."

The ARK hurtles towards Earth, encased in a layer of fire from entering the planet's atmosphere.

Back in the research facility

Gerald
"I plan to give you a taste of my revenge, once all the seven Chaos Emeralds are collected. Once I initiate this program, it cannot be disabled. All of you
ungrateful humans, who took everything away from me... will feel my loss, and despair!"

A GUN soldier speaks to Gerald from off-screen.

Soldier "Is there anything else you want to say?"

Gerald "No..."

Soldier "Ready!!"

A bomb near Gerald is detonated.

Amy What's going on here?! Who is that?

Gerald's message starts playing again.

Gerald "I plan to give you a taste of my revenge--"

Knuckles Guys, the vibration's getting worse.

Eggman walks into the room.

Eggman Professor Gerald Robotnik! One of the greatest scientific minds in the world, and my grandfather!

Knuckles What?! I knew you were behind all this! Stop it right now, or else-

Eggman I'd have done this a long time ago if I had the chance.

Sonic What do you mean?

Eggman You're pretty persistent for a hedgehog, aren't you? You're still alive, huh?

Sonic Heh, just letting Knuckles pilot the shuttle all the way over here, was more dangerous than you could ever be!

Eggman hands Rouge a computer disk.

Rouge What's this?

Eggman This is my grandfather's diary.

She inserts the disk into the terminal by the wall. Text begins scrolling on the monitor.

Rouge
"I don't quite know what happened, or what went wrong. Was it a mistake to create the ultimate life form? I thought it would be something that would benefit
mankind... But then the military guards landed on the Colony that day. They were sent to destroy the research project that I had been working on. My
colleagues at the research facility, my granddaughter Maria, I hope you are all safe."

Rouge's voice begins to blur with Gerald's.



Rouge "The colony was completely shut down, probably to prevent the prototype from falling into the wrong hands."

Gerald

"The ARK was shut down under the premise that there had been an 'accident'. I found Maria's name among those who died when the ARK was shut down.
She meant everything to me! And I couldn't bear the thought that she died because of my research. I lost everything! I had nothing more to live for! I went
insane! All I could think about, was to avenge her! Somehow, someway, I got scared as I no longer was able to control my thoughts. All I could think about,
was that I wanted it all to end. Based on my original projections, I was able to complete my project: Shadow. I designed its mind to be perfect, pure... I will
leave everything, to him. If you wish, release and awaken it--"

Rouge "--if you wish to fill the world with destruction."

Rouge turns to Eggman.

Rouge Oh, so that's why you released Shadow from the base!

Eggman
The core of the Eclipse Cannon is now highly reactive and explosive. This is because of the energy of the Chaos Emeralds if overpowering it. If the colony
collides with Earth, it will shatter into pieces like my grandfather predicted! [affectionately] That mad scientist!

Amy That should be you, right?

Tails We have to stop the Space Colony, now!

Eggman The Space Colony ARK's position may have shifted due to the amount of energy given off by the Emeralds. We have to stop the energy!

Tails But... how?

Rouge Hmm, that's it. There IS a way to stop the energy!

She turns to Knuckles.

Rouge We have to use your Emerald! You're the one who told me that the Master Emerald has the power to stop the Chaos Emeralds!

Knuckles That's right.

He pulls the Master Emerald out of thin air.

Knuckles If I use this, I just might be able to stop the Chaos Emeralds!

Tails The reaction of the Chaos Emeralds is moving toward the Cannon's Core! It may be too late!

Eggman There still may be time left. If we pull together, we might be able to get to the shortcut that leads to the core!

Sonic No worries! Just leave it to me! I'm the world's fastest hedgehog!

Eggman Okay! Let's get to work!!

Gameplay
Except in his own segment, Eggman speaks over a radio. Each quote occurs in isolation at different parts of the level.

Tails

Computer System alert! System alert! The intruder has breached the system area! Initiate debug program!

Eggman Alright, Tails! Now, destroy the security door leading to the Cannon's Core.

Eggman Okay, Tails! There should be a security door somewhere in the room! You need to destroy it!

Eggman

Eggman All right! Now it's my turn!

Rouge

Eggman Rouge! There should be an emergency switch in the dome to drain the liquid out of the core! See if you can find it.

Eggman Good job, Rouge! Hurry, throw the switch and drain the liquid!

Knuckles

Eggman Knuckles! Can you hear me? The last security door to the core should be in front of you! Find the switch that opens the door!

Eggman Knuckles! I found the switch on the radar. The security door control switch is accessible from the waterway over there.

Computer System alert! System alert! Primary lock system terminated. Initiate final defense systems.

Sonic

Eggman Sonic! Get past the energy field to get to the core. You're our last chance. We're depending on you!

Eggman You should have cleared the electrical disturbance. It's all up to you, now!

Boss: Biolizard (The Prototype of the Ultimate Life)

Recap

Shadow
I'm Shadow the Hedgehog, the one and only ultimate life form. Thanks to Amy, I was able to remember Maria's wish. When I finally realized it, the ultimate
life prototype tried to stop me. I'll take care of this, Sonic. You go try to stop the power of the Chaos Emeralds.



Start
Research facility

Amy is pacing back and forth outside the research facility.

Amy Ooh, I hate it when they leave me behind!

She notices Shadow standing inside the room.

Amy Look! It's Shadow!

She pauses.

Amy I've really gotta stop whining. Everyone's trying their best to help out, and so must I!

She runs over to Shadow.

Amy Shadow, we need you! Please help us!

Shadow It's all going according to plan. There's no reason for me to help them. Besides, there's no way to save anyone.

Amy
There has to be! I know that people fight over the most trivial things. Some people may be selfish, like the professor said... but they're basically good, if
they try their best and never give up on their wishes. They always have a reason to be happy; that's why you should help them out! Saving them is a
GOOD thing! Shadow, I beg you! Please do it for them! Give them a chance!

"Throw it all Away" starts playing. Shadow has a flashback of Maria.

Maria Shadow... I beg of you... please, do it for me... for a better future...--

Shadow Maria!

Maria
...for all the people who live on that planet... Give them a chance to be happy. Let them live for their dreams. Shadow, I know you can do it. That's the
reason that you were brought into this world. Sayonara, Shadow, the Hedgehog.

The flashback ends.

Shadow That's what I've promised her... and I must keep that promise... That's what Maria wished for...

A tear drips down Shadow's face.

Amy Shadow?

Shadow I gotta go now. I have to keep my promise to Maria - and you.

At the center of the Eclipse Cannon

Sonic and Knuckles arrive at the Cannon's Core, where they see a raised area that resembles the Master Emerald's shrine on Angel Island.

Knuckles What's that? It looks just like the shrine of the Master Emerald!

Sonic They probably designed the core like the shrine to harness the power of the Chaos Emeralds.

They start running to the platform, but Gerald's message plays again.

Gerald "All of you ungrateful humans, who took everything away from me, will feel my loss and despair!"

Sonic Watch out, here it comes!

Dozens of his images fly through the room.

Gerald "All of you ungrateful humans, who took everything away from me, will feel my loss and despair!"

A light fills the room as the Biolizard warps into the center of the Core. It screeches.

Knuckles Could this be the prototype of the ultimate life form that was supposed to be encapsulated?

Shadow walks passed Sonic and Knuckles.

Shadow Leave this one to me.

Sonic Shadow, what're you doing?!

Shadow walks to the Biolizard. He turns back to Sonic.

Shadow I'll take care of this, while you run to get the Chaos Emeralds!!

Gameplay
End



Shadow Get out, ugly prototype!

End
Sonic and Knuckles reach the platform. Knuckles sets the Master Emerald into an indentation in the shrine's center.

Knuckles
"The servers are the seven Chaos. Chaos is power; power is enriched by the heart. The controller is the one that unifies the Chaos." Only you can do
this... Stop the Chaos Emeralds!

The Master Emerald begins to spin rapidly, emitting a green aura and producing energy that swirls around it. The Biolizard screeches, then activates Chaos Control
and disappears.

Knuckles Is it gone?

Shadow jumps onto the shrine platform.

Shadow Is that what... Chaos Control is?

The vibrations throughout the Colony intensify.

Knuckles Since we stopped the Chaos Emeralds, why is the Space Colony still on a crash course to Earth?!

Eggman uses the ARK's speaker system.

Eggman
The Prototype is still alive! He's controlling the Space Colony as it is falling to Earth! He has become one with the Space Colony, and is determined to
keep it on its collision course!!

Sonic looks at Shadow.

Knuckles Sonic!

Sonic looks at Knuckles, then turns back to Shadow, as does Shadow to Sonic. "Live and Learn" starts to play, as Sonic and Shadow raise their hands, calling the
Chaos Emeralds to them. As the Emeralds encircle them, they close their eyes and focus their energy, causing the Emeralds' speed to increase. They open their
eyes, absorbing the power of the Emeralds, and transform into their Super forms.

Boss: FinalHazard (The Prototype of the Ultimate Life

Recap

Sonic
I'm Sonic, Sonic the Hedgehog! We were able to stop the power of the Chaos Emeralds... but the Space Colony is still falling! That prototype has become
one with the Space Colony, and is heading on a collision course for Earth! The Space Colony will be entering the Earth's atmosphere soon – we have to
destroy it, now! The ultimate power is fueled by everyone's wish! Let me show you Super Sonic power!!

Gameplay
During the fight, characters other than Sonic and Shadow speak over a radio.

Sonic

1 Shadow, you need a rest. Let me give it a try.

2 Shadow, how's your Ring energy? Before you're depleted, make sure to switch places with me and collect more Rings.

3
Sonic: Shadow! Take care of him! I'll collect the rings; keep him busy for a while!

Shadow: Done! I'll take care of him!

4 Where does he get all that power? Is this the power of the Chaos Emeralds? Shadow, are you okay?

5 Yeah, take that you creep! Shadow, are you okay?

6 We're almost done!

7 Shadow, switch places with me! You're out of Rings!

8 Shadow, at this rate your Super Form won't last! Get back to the Colony!

9 Shadow, I understand. You're unstoppable. Let's destroy this creature now! Everyone is waiting for us back on Earth!

10 Shadow! Continuous use of your Super form will cause you to disappear! Get back to the colony!

Tails

1 Sonic, watch out! The colony is entering the atmosphere!

Knuckles

1 Sonic, we're in danger! The colony will enter the atmosphere in about four minutes!

2
Sonic, can you hear me? When you take a hit, you won't be able to move. When you don't have many Rings left, make sure to change places with Shadow as
soon as you can!



Shadow

1 He's still very powerful. What kind of monster is this? How are you doing, Sonic?

2 Sonic, I'll collect the rings, why don't you give it a try?

3 Here I come, you creep!

4 Alright! This is working! Sonic, how are you doing?

5
Sonic: Shadow! Take care of him! I'll collect the rings; keep him busy for a while!

Shadow: Done! I'll take care of him!

6 The red swelling may be a weak spot... Sonic, aim for it!

7 Sonic! I can't keep this up, hurry!

8 Gutha! I don't have enough energy to transform into my Super Form!

9 Sonic, what are you doing? You're almost out of Rings! Switch places with me!

10 Sonic! You're out of Rings! You will lose your Super Form!

11 Maria... watch me! I will fulfill your wish!!

12 Hahaha, Sonic! I think I've discovered what the ultimate life form is... it might be you!

Eggman

1 Sonic, Shadow! Can you hear me? He's very weak without his life support system. Aim for the red swelling area to damage him! You're our last hope!

2 Can both of you hear me? Atmosphere entry in about four minutes! Hurry!

Rouge

1 Can you hear me, Sonic, Shadow? Everyone here is rooting for you! Good luck, and give him trouble!

2 There's no time left! Get out!

Amy

1 Sonic, Shadow, can you hear me? You need Rings to stay super-charged! Before your rings are depleted, remember to change places with each other!

2 Can you both hear me? The ARK is close to the Earth. Please hurry up!

3 There's no way to stop it now! You're out of time, get out of there!

Victory

Sonic Did you really think you had a chance?

Shadow I must destroy the evil the professor has made.

Epilogue

After the battle
The ARK is hurtling towards the Earth, encased in fire. Sonic and Shadow fly to it, both wrapped in a golden light.

Sonic No way that's getting through!

Maria "Shadow... I beg of you..."

Shadow (Maria!)

Maria "Give them a chance... to be happy!"

Sonic Now, Shadow!

They put some distance between themselves. They speak at the same time.

Sonic, Shadow Chaos Control!!

They ram into the ARK, hitting it with their combined Chaos Control, and teleport it away. Having exhausted the remainder of his strength, Shadow's Super form gives
out. He starts falling toward Earth, with an odd purple light under him.

Shadow (Maria... this is what you wanted, right? This is my promise I made to you...)

Shadow falls out of the camera's view. The ARK--now motionless--reappears in the distance.

Full motion video
Everyone on Earth starts cheering and celebrating.

The ARK: Research Facility
Sonic comes in through the door.



Rouge Where is Shadow?

Sonic looks down. He hands Rouge one of Shadow's bracelets.

Rouge Do you really think... that the professor created Shadow to carry out the revenge on all those who live there, on Earth?

Sonic He was what he was: a brave and heroic hedgehog, who gave his life to save his planet. Shadow the Hedgehog...

Rouge I guess you're right...

Eggman
As a child, I looked up to my grandfather because of all the great things he accomplished in his life. He was my hero, and I wanted to be a great scientist
like him. But... did he really mean to destroy us?

Tails I don't know. But what I do know is... we all did it together!

Eggman You're right.

Knuckles So what's next for you, Rouge? Off again to find more of those jewels you love so much?

Rouge
Nah, I think I'm gonna give up this line of work. Too much work, for too little pay. Anyway... I've got something better than jewels that I'm thinking about
right now... ...It'll all work out, you'll see.

Knuckles If you say so.

Sonic (Could he have...? The ultimate life form...)

Amy What's the matter, Sonic?

Sonic Oh, it's nothing. Come on! Let's go home, to the planet as cool and blue as me!

Everyone leaves the room. Sonic stops at the door, and turns back.

Sonic Sayonara, Shadow... the Hedgehog.

He leaves as well. The camera shifts outside the ARK.

"Live and Learn" plays during the credits. Afterwards:

[text] A new day brings new adventure. But for now... Rest easy heroes.

A still picture of Shadow appears, in which he stands in front of the Earth, surrounded by a purple glow.

Addenda

Character quotes

Sonic
Single player

End level Yes!

A rank *Whistles* That was cool!!

B rank Too easy, piece of cake!

C rank Just made it.

D rank Huh... no problem.

E rank Barely made it.

Death Guh!

Idle 1 Well... better get going.

Idle 2 Any time now...

Idle 3 I'm impressed.

Multiplayer

Selected Let's rock!

Start Let's do this!

Start alt Bring it on!

Win Hey guys, let's play again!

New ability Here I go!

Speed Up Speed Up!



Use: Sonic Wind Sonic Wind!

Use: Time Stop Time Stop!

Karts: take 1st Later!

Karts: take 6th Oops!

Karts: boost Let's go!

Tails
Single player

End level I did it!

A rank I did it, Sonic!

B rank Very good!

C rank That was easy!

D rank That was a little tough!

E rank I gotta do better next time...

Death SONIC!!

Idle 1 *sighs*

Idle 2 Hmm... which way should I go?

Idle 3 This place is huge...

Multiplayer

Selected Cyclone engage!

Start I'll beat you!

Start alt I'll show you how powerful my Cyclone is!

Win Yeah, I won!

New ability CHARGE!

Use: Laser Missile Fire Laser Missile!

Use: Rocket Launcher Fire Rocket launcher!

Use: Power Laser Fire Power Laser!

Karts: take 1st Can't get me!

Karts: take 6th Wait up!

Karts: boost Power boost!

Knuckles
Single player

End level I found them!

A rank Yeah, this is perfect!!

B rank Yeah, I feel good!

C rank Not too bad!

D rank Whew, that was tough.

E rank I have to try harder...

Death It's over...

Idle 1 Alright, let's find the next Emerald!

Idle 2 *imitates punching*

Idle 3 If I don't hurry, that bat-girl'll find it first.

Multiplayer

Selected I will protect the Master Emerald!

Start I am one with the Master Emerald.

Start alt Here we go!

Win Hmm, not as strong as you thought you were.



New ability No time for games!

Use: Hammer Punch Get down!

Use: Thunder Arrow Take this!

Use: Power Flash Take that!

Karts: take 1st See ya later!

Karts: take 6th Hey!

Karts: boost Here we go!

Acquire an Emerald shard My Emerald, my destiny...

Shadow
Single player

End level Here we go!

A rank Ultimate victory!

B rank Hmm, too easy for me!

C rank That wasn't so hard...

D rank Maybe I didn't try hard enough...

E rank I guess I'm not at full power here...

Death Ugh!

Idle 1 I feel danger all around me...

Idle 2 So who's next?

Idle 3 Hah, doesn't bother me.

Multiplayer

Selected I promise you... REVENGE!

Start Let me show you my real power.

Start alt So who's next?

Win Hmph, faker. No chance to win against me.

New ability Playtime is over!

Use: Speed Up Here I come!

Use: Chaos Spear Disappear!

Use: Chaos Control Chaos Control!

Karts: take 1st Just you wait!

Karts: take 6th What?!

Karts: boost Here I come!

Eggman
Single player

End level Yes!

A rank Now you know why I am the best!

B rank *laugh* Piece of cake!

C rank Hmm, that wasn't so difficult...

D rank I should've tried a little harder...

E rank That was too close...

Death NO!!

Idle 1 Ah, how irritating - nothing but wimps.

Idle 2 There's no time to lose; it's mine!

Idle 3 You think that pile of junk is going to stop me?!

Multiplayer

Selected The world is mine!



Start You think you can beat me?!

Start alt Those fools are no match for me!

Win Yo, ahaha! How's that?

New ability (if opponent is Tails) En garde, Tails!

New ability (if opponent is not Tails) And charge!

Use: Laser Missile Take this!

Use: Rocket Launcher How's this?!

Use: Power Laser You're no match for me!

Karts: take 1st Farewell!

Karts: take 6th Hey!

Karts: boost GO!

Rouge
Single player

End level I got it!

A rank How was that? Perfect, like me?

B rank It's all too easy for me!

C rank Not too bad, I guess.

D rank I guess I took a little too much time...

E rank I'm ashamed to call myself a hunter...

Death I thought I could do it...!

Idle 1 Maybe if I collect all the pieces... Could he really put it back together?

Idle 2 I hate places like this...

Idle 3 Where could my Emerald be?

Multiplayer

Selected I've never failed my mission.

Start I won't lose to the likes of you.

Start alt This isn't too bad...

Win All the world's jewels will be mine.

New ability Here I come!

Use: Hip Drop Hip Drop!

Use: Black Wave Black Wave!

Use: Charm Ray Charm Ray!

Karts: take 1st Bye-bye!

Karts: take 6th Wait a minute...

Karts: boost Let's go!

Amy
Multiplayer

Selected It's my turn now!

Start 1 Amy Rose is here!

Start 2 I'm getting excited!

Start 3 (if opponent is Sonic) I'm going to do my best, Sonic.

Win 1 Yay! Alright!

Win 2 Yes, yes, yes!!

New ability Yeah!

Use: Speed Up *giggles*

Use: Amy Flash Just wait a minute!



Use: Storming Heart Yeah!

Tikal
Multiplayer

Selected I'm Tikal

Start I must do something!

Win The fighting's over.

Use: Wrath of Gaia I'm sorry...

Use: Heaven's Justice I beg of you...

Use: Captive Light How can I make you understand?!

Scene select titles

Hero
The Beginning - Start of City Escape
Enter Knuckles - End of Boss: F-6t Big Foot (Ground Air Combat Walkers)
Rescuing Sonic - Start of Boss: Doctor Eggman 1
Prison Island Escape - Start of Metal Harbor
Face off with Shadow - Start of Boss: Shadow 1
Ghost Mountain - End of Green Forest
World Domination - Start of Mission Street
Aquatic Mine - Start of Aquatic Mine
Where's Eggman? - Start of Route 101
Eggman's Hidden Base - End of Route 101
Shuttle Blast-off - Start of Boss: Egg Golem (Hero)
Space Colony "ARK" - End of Boss: Egg Golem (Hero)
Last pieces of Master Emerald - End of Eternal Engine
Sonic in Trouble - End of Boss: Rouge
Last Chance - Start of Final Rush

Dark
The Beginning - Start of Iron Gate
Enter Rouge - End of Iron Gate
Hidden Base again! - Start of Sand Ocean
Shadow's Past - End of Sand Ocean
Infiltrate Hidden Base - End of Radical Highway
Gathering of the Dark - End of Egg Quarters
Get Chaos Emerald - End of Lost Colony
Face off with Sonic - Start of White Jungle
The Eggman Empire - End of Boss: Sonic 1
Last Chaos Emerald - Start (part 2) of Route 280
Hidden Base Intercept - End of Sky Rail
Face off with Knuckles - End of Boss: Egg Golem (Dark)
Eggman's Plan - End of Boss: Knuckles
Mystery of Shadow - Start of Final Chase
The Last Battle - Start of Boss: Sonic 2

Last
The Beginning - Start of Cannon's Core
The Last Mission - Gameplay of Cannon's Core
The Ultimate Battle - Start of Boss: Biolizard (The Prototype of the Ultimate Life)
Remaining Hope - End of Boss: Biolizard (The Prototype of the Ultimate Life)

Upgrades
The upgrade descriptions are the same for each character.

Upgrade S T K SH E R Description

Air Necklace x An oxygen tank necklace. You can now breathe underwater.

Air Shoes x "Air Shoes" to move at light-speed along paths of rings. The action window will appear near rings. Press the B button to get them.

Ancient
Light

x "Light Attack" to defeat multiple enemies at light-speed. Press the B button to charge up, then release to destroy nearby enemies.

Ancient
Power

x "Light Attack" to defeat multiple enemies at light-speed. Press the B button to charge up, then release to destroy nearby enemies.



Bazooka x Volkan Cannon power up. You can now break iron containers that you couldn't break before.

Booster x This allows you to hover when you hold down the A button during a jump.

Bounce
Bracelet

x Press the B button while in mid-jump to use "Bounce Attack." Press the B button again to jump higher.

Flame Ring x x This allows you to use a powerful "Fire Somersault".

Hammer
Gloves

x Increases your punch attack power. Now break iron containers with just a punch.

Iron Boots x Increases your kick attack power. Now break the iron containers with just a kick.

Jet Engine x This allows you to hover when you hold down the A button during a jump.

Large
Cannon

x Volkan Cannon power up. You can now break iron containers that you couldn't break before.

Laser
Blaster

x x Lock-on missile power up. Missile spreads as it explodes, to destroy enemies in a wider area.

Light Shoes x
"Light Dash" to move at light-speed along paths of rings. The action window will appear near rings. Press the B button to get
them.

Magic
Gloves

x
Change to "Magic Hand" in the action window, press the B button when an enemy is closed. Capture enemies when they turn
into a ball. Try throwing them at other enemies.

Mystic
Melody

x x x x x x Change to "Mystic Melody" in the action window. Then press the B button to play mysterious melodies.

Pick Nails x
You can dig into the ground or walls. Select "Dig" in the action window. Or simply press the B button when you're in the air or on a
wall.

Protection
Armor

x Reinforces Eggwalker's body armor against damage. Health gauge is increased.

Shovel Claw x
You can dig into the ground or walls. Select "Dig" in the action window. Or simply press the B button when you're in the air or on a
wall.

Sunglasses x
See things that you couldn't before. Change the action window with the Y button, press the B button to use. Just jump to take
them off.

Treasure
Scope

x
See things that you couldn't before. Change the action window with the Y button, press the B button to use. Just jump to take
them off.

Administrative

Credits
BLKCrystilMage

Corrected the line Eggman says to Tails at the beginning of their first fight.
pikminpancakes

Provided Tails's #1 quote and Sonic's #10 quote during the FinalHazard fight.
Sam52b

Provided Shadow's #12 quote during the FinalHazard fight.

Versions
2.0.0 (2017-02-19)

Converted to GameFAQs markup format.
Adopted CC-BY-SA 4.0 license instead of "all rights reserved".
Changed version scheme to roughly align with Semantic Versioning {http://semver.org/}, although it doesn't directly apply in this context.
Added scrolling text from the start of the GUN mech boss fights.
Added text of the Project Shadow report that Rouge presents to Shadow.
Added "Upgrades" section.
In the "Scene select titles" section, added references for the exact scenes to which each title corresponds.
Dispersed "Boss Battle Quotes" section throughout the document so that each boss section occurs in order with the other stages.
Dispersed "Stage Objectives" section the same way.
Removed some superfluous administrative sections: "Characters", "Key/Legend".
Removed lyrics from epilogue sections since other resources already have more complete lyric coverage (namely the game's other songs).

1.13 (2006-05-03)
Added Super Cheats to the (defunct) list of permitted hosts.

1.13 (2006-04-26)
Corrected Sonic's victory line in the F-6t Big Foot battle.

1.13 (2006-04-15)
Changed/corrected a few minor things.

1.13 (2006-03-08)
Revamped format and scene descriptions.
Added "Stage Objectives" section.
Removed "Opening Statements" section.



Corrected the line Eggman says to Tails at the beginning of their first fight.
Added Gamer Help to the (defunct) list of permitted hosts.

1.10 (2005-09-06)
Minor format changes.
Minor error corrections.
Added an ASCII-art title.

1.07 (2005-08-30)
Updated quotes for the FinalHazard fight, and changed said section's layout.

1.03 (2005-08-23)
Corrected a few typographical errors.
Added Neoseeker to the (defunct) list of permitted hosts.

1.00 (2005-08-22)
Initial release.
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